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The strength of an incoming signal to a shipboard com-
munications station is measured. The variations in this
signal are analyzed for various conditions of roll, pitch,
and signal direction. Graphs and computer outputs are
used to present the magnitude and randomness of these
signal variations. A smooth surface approximation is used
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I. INTRODUCTION
The radiation pattern of a shipboard antenna is compli-
cated by the fact that the sea is not a smooth ground plane.
In reality the sea is a rough surface which will scatter an
incoming wavefront. In addition to this problem, the antenna
is not a fixed object in space; it moves in both position and
orientation as the ship rolls and pitches. The ship itself
is another complicating factor. Even though the ship is
electrically insulated from the antenna, interaction occurs,
just as there is interaction among reflectors, directors,
and the active elements of a yagi antenna. As a result, the
shipboard antenna pattern is too complex to be predicted
accurately even with the advanced matrix methods of computer
solution which have been recently developed. The mathe-
matical formulation of this problem is feasible, but the
number of required calculations is prohibitive.
The number of complicating factors makes approximations
necessary. Ultimately then, all attempts to solve the
problem of shipboard antenna systems are limited by the
approximations made. Even if all approximations are valid,
any deterministic solution is doomed to failure due to the
randomness of the sea. Some type of probabilistic model is
necessary to predict system behavior.

II. THEORY OF THE PROBLEM
A. SIMPLE ANTENNA OVERGROUND
The problem of the vertical stub antenna of length "L"
and height "H" above a plane horizontal ground of infinite
conductivity can be easily solved by the method of images.
The electric field intensity of this system may be defined
as a function of elevatio'n angle "a" and distance "r".
/ W„, N _ 60 cos (£ (27T/X)sina) - cos (£ (2tt/A) )
r J ^ii''"^lL *^°^ °^
where R, -, = self-resistance of a vertical stub antenna
of length £ referred to the point of
current maximum
R^ = effective loss resistance of antenna referred
to same point
W = power input
In a shipboard VHF communications system the antenna is
often located several wavelengths above the sea. When a
vertical stub is positioned several wavelengths above the
perfect ground plane, the horizontal field pattern remains
circular or isotropic, but as the antenna is elevated the
vertical pattern will include more and more null and maximum
points. That is, as the antenna is elevated the vertical
pattern will contain more lobes. This increased number of
lobes can significantly change received signal strength. A
Kraus , John D. , Antennas
,
p. 314, McGraw-Hill, 1950

small change in the elevation angle of the incoming signal
can cause a large change in received signal strength. This
same effect can be expected to occur in shipboard systems.
B. ROTATION OF THE ANTENNA
If the stub antenna over perfect ground is tilted in
any direction the field strength pattern will change. This
effect can be explained using the pattern multiplication
method of analysis. According to this method an antenna
array consisting of identical elements is considered to be
an arrangement of point sources. The final pattern is the
point source pattern multiplied by the element factor. In
the case of the tilted stub over ground, the distance
between the real and the image point sources will remain
the same, but the rotation of the dipole pattern will change
the overall field pattern. Thus as a ship rolls and
pitches, and therefore the antenna is tilted, two effects
take place. One effect is the change in the overall
antenna pattern, and the other is the change in the point
of entry of the electromagnetic waves on the antenna pattern.
These two effects cause large but predictable variations in
signal strength. Inherent in this discussion however, is
the smooth surface approximation. The random wave patterns
of the sea have not been included.
C. EFFECTS OF A ROUGH GROUND PLANE
Reflection of electrom.agnetic waves from a smooth surface
as used in the previous discussion is a well understood

phenomena. In fact, the laws of reflection from a smooth
surface are so well known that they are used to determine
electrical properties of materials. If the surface is
rough however, the electromagnetic energy will be scattered
in various directions. To predict the form of the scattered
field is a very difficult problem. This phenomenon has
received particular attention in connection with radio
propagation in the VHF range. In line-of-sight communication
systems the field at the receiving point may be broken up
into a direct and a reflected ray. In the case of a smooth
earth the field pattern may be easily predicted as in the
previous discussion of the tilted stub. When the surface is
rough the problem rapidly expands. Since the surface of
the sea is time varying, an exact solution is not possible.
The received signal will be subject to fades which are
determined by the form and movement of the sea. In analyz-
ing random rough surfaces the surface is normally assumed
to be isotropically rough. That is, the surface is assumed
to have the same statistical distribution in all directions
over the surface. When the surface distribution is different
in the X and Y directions, the calculation becomes very
involved. This case of anisotropic roughness occurs for the
surface of the sea which may have a different distribution
2
on and across the direction of the wind.
2
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D. THE SEA AS A GROUND PLANE
The surface of the sea has been the subject of many
theoretical and experimental investigations. Schooley [1954]
and Cox and Munk [19 54] have measured the distribution of
the slopes of the surface of the sea by optical methods.
According to Cox and Munk this distribution is to a first
approximation a normal type distribution. The standard
deviation of this distribution is a function of the wind-
speed. Their investigati'on also indicates that the slopes
of the waves were higher in the upwind direction. This
means that the sea is not isotropic. The distribution of
wave slopes derived from measurement of back-scatter of
radar pulses and by optical methods are in agreement. In
3both cases the distribution is normal. Information
obtained to date indicates that to a second approximation
the wave slopes are slightly asymmetrical and they depend
upon the direction of the wind. Thus although the mechanism
by which the sea scatters an electromagnetic wave is known,
the sea surface is not known well enough to predict at any
instant what the signal strength will be.
E. THE COMPOSITE PICTURE
Major signal strength variations will occur as indicated
previously due to the roll and pitch of the antenna. In




variations due to scatter from the sea. As the ship rolls
to one side the signal strength will not always move to the
value predicted by the smooth surface approximation, it will
be offset by some value determined by the sea reflections
at that instant. Thus signal strength will vary to a band
of values. The mean of this band should be determined by
the degree of roll and pitch, and the variance of the band




A. EQUIPMENT SET UP
1. Antenna Properties
In order to reduce the number of variable factors
included in the collection of data the antenna used was
nearly isotropic in the horizontal plane. If a non-isotropic
antenna had been used all data would also have been dependent
upon the antenna pattern in the direction of the source. In
the vertical plane the antenna pattern had many lobes since
the problem required that it be many wavelengths above
ground. A quarter wavelength vertical element over a ground
plane was chosen for its simplicity and its ability to meet
problem requirements. The ground plane consisted of four
aluminum radial elements. The antenna was designed using
4published curves. The elements were trimmed and the
radials bent to tune the antenna to match a 50 ohm trans-
mission line at 149.13 MHz. The final design consisted of
an active vertical element 47.65 cm long. The ground plane
consisted of four radial elements 47.7 cm long. The radials
were bent down 45° from the horizontal. The measured
horizontal pattern of the antenna under ideal conditions is
shown in Figure 1.










Figure 1. Measured Horizontal Antenna Pattern
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2. Research Vessel Acania
The antenna was mounted aboard the research vessel
Acania. The mounting point was the highest point on the
ship, 60 feet above the waterline. The Acania is operated
under the sponsorship of the Oceanographer of the Navy by
a five man civilian crew employed by the Naval Postgraduate
School. The vessel is 126 feet overall with a beam of
21 feet 4 inches. Under normal operating conditions it
displaces 2 46.8 gross tons. The Acania' s small size made
it an excellent platform for this experiment.
3. Recorder and Receiver
The receiving equipment consisted of an AN/URR-27
radio receiver connected to a Hewlett Packard #6 80 strip
recorder. The URR-27 is designed to receive an amplitude
modulated voice transmission in the 105-190 MHz frequency
range. The receiver was crystal tuned to 149.13 MHz to
avoid the drift problems encountered in the manual tuning
mode. The transmitted signal was CW only. The basic
receiver was modified for this experiment by disconnecting
the AVC bus from the "IF" amplifiers. The strip recorder
was connected from the AVC bus to an external power supply
which was grounded to the receiver. This resulted in an
output on the strip recorder that was approximately linearly
related to the input CW signal. Calibration curves used^
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Figure 2. Calibration Curves for Strip Recorder.
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B. ANALYSIS OF DATA
1. Form of Output Data
Received signal strength was continuously plotted
on the strip recorder as the ship steamed from point to
point. Along with the continuous signal strength plot,
the ships course and speed, and the direction and distance
of the radiating source were periodically recorded. Only
a rough estimate of roll and pitch using the ship's
inclinometer could be obtained. The average roll and pitch
were the least accurate of data taken on each run. The
numbers assigned to roll and pitch for a run were estimates
of the average values for the run.
2. Interpreting the Data
Since the variations in signal strength were the
primary consideration, only amplitude values were taken
from the strip recording. Whenever the signal strength
graph reversed direction and continued in the opposite
direction for at least one half decibel, a signal peak was
recorded. The value of one half decibel was chosen since
equipment accuracy was limited to this value. All points
were recorded with values of either a whole or a half
decibel. Figure 3 shows how data was recorded. The
numbers next to each peak are the recorded values. Circles
indicate variations not recorded since the change was less
than one half decibel. No time dependence is included in
this procedure. The time between peaks varied from a frac-









Figure 3. Digitizing the Strip Recorder Plot.
Circles indicate variations less
than one-half decibel. The numbers
on the graph are the recorded values
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data consisted of a number of data points which represent
signal strength peaks.
3. Computer Program Distribution
The first analysis of the data points was done by
computer program "DISTRIBUTION." The output of this program
is an un-normalized discrete probability density function
of the signal strength peaks. Figure 4 displays the form
of the computer output. Figure 5 is the graphical output.
Data pertaining to the run being output appears at the top
of the page followed by a listing of the data points taken
from the strip chart. The next output is the average and
standard deviation of the data points. The average value
is subtracted from each data point and these values are
quantized. These quantized values are counted and the
number of values in each range is output. Since the average
and standard deviation of the entire system has already
been determined, the positive and negative portions of the
graph are then analyzed separately. This allows a com-
parison of positive and negative swing tendencies. The
graphical output of quantized values versus the number of
points in that interval demonstrates how the signal peaks
were distributed. This plot was used to determine the
location of the signal peaks and the variability of the
signal strength.
4. Computer Program Variation
The next analysis was done by computer program
"VARIATIONS." Computer outputs are contained in
17

DISTRIBUTION RUN62 R0LL15 PITCHOO
COURSE 160 E&M DIR. 150 DIST 6.30
DATA POINTS
74.5 75.5 73.5 75.0 73.5 74.0 75.0 73.5 74.5
73.5 74.0 74.5 74.0 74.5 73.5 75.0 73.5 74.0
73.5 74.5 73.5 75.0 73.5 77.5 76.5 78.0 73.5
75.0 74.0 74.5 74.0
AVERAGE POWER = 74.5DB STANDARD DEVIATION = 1.3
GRAPHED DATA IS, NORMALIZED POWER VS. POINTS AT THAT POWER



















NEGATIVE VALUES MEAN -0,.78
POSITIVE VALUES MEAN 0,.83
NEGATIVE VARIANCE = 0,,06
POSITIVE VARIANCE = 1,.28
NEGATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = 0,.25
POSITIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = 1,,13

















DISTRIBUTION RUH57 R0lL05 PITCHOO
COURSE- 180 EaM DIR. 144 DIST 4.17
Figure 5. Graphical Output of Computer Program "DISTRIBUTION.
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Figure 6 and Figure 7, Graphical output is contained in
Figure 8. This computer program is very similar to the
previous program. The same data points are input. The
program subtracts each data point from the previous point
to obtain the peak to peak variation. There is no need to
normalize this data since the values do not depend upon
absolute signal level. They depend upon the change in
signal level. The program next quantizes the values and
a graph of this result is output. Thus the location of
peak to peak variations is analyzed. Next the distribution
function of the peak to peak variations is computed. From
this portion a probabilistic estimate of how large a vari-
ation can be expected is obtained.
C. SIMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
1. Program Set up
The computer simulation of the problem was programmed
for use on the AGT-10 graphics terminals. The basic equa-
tions used were taken from two technical reports, "Predicting
Long-Term Operational Parameters of High-Frequency Sky Wave
Telecommunication Systems" (ESSA-ERL-110-ITS78) and "Power
Gains for Antennas Over Lossy Plane Ground" (ESSA-ERL-104-ITS74).
The programs predict how antenna patterns will vary as a ship
rolls and pitches over a smooth sea surface. The first
parameter that must be input on the graphics terminal is the
antenna type. A vertical monopole, inverted L, sloping long
wire, vertical monopole with ground screen, vertical half
rhombic or a dipole may be chosen. Next antenna length,
20

VARIATIONS RUN54 R0LL06 PITCH03
COURSE 000 E&M DIR . 149 DIST 10.94
VARIATIONS
4.0 2.5 -1.5 2.0 -2.5 1.5 -3.5 -1.5 5.0 -3.5
2.0 -2.5 4.5 -2.5 2.0 - 3.0 2.5 -2.5 1.3 -2.5
2.5 -1.5 2.0 -2.5 3.5 - 3.0 1.0 -2.0 2.5 -1.0
1.0 -2.5 3.0 -3.5 2.5 - 1.5 1.5 -1.0 2.5 -3.0
2.3 ^1. J 1.0 -1.5 1.0 - 1.5 3.0 -2.5 2.5 -2.0
4.5 -4.5 2.5 -3.0 1. 5 - 1.5 1.0 -2.0 5.5 -5.0
3.5 -2.5 1.0 -1.5 3.5 - 5.5 3.5 -3.5 5.5 -6.0
AVE. VARIATION = -O.IDB STANDARD DEVIATION = 8.4
GRAPHED DATA IS, VARIATIONS VS. POINTS AT THAT VALUE



























NEGITIVE VALUES MEAN = -2.62
POSITIVE VALUES MEAN = 2.54
NEGITIVE VARIANCE = 1.53
POSITIVE VARIANCE = 1.72
NEGITIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = 1.24
POSITIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = 1.31
Figure 6. Computer Output "VARIATIONS."
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VARIATIONS RUN54 ROLL06 PITCH03
COURSE 000 ESM DIR. 149 DIST 10.94
PEAK TO PEAK POWER
(ABSOLUTE VALUE, DB)
PROBIBILITY VARIATION WILL
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height above the sea, and orientation on the ship are input.
Other inputs establish frequency, direction of the incoming
signal, and environmental constants. The program outputs
a plot of the vertical and horizontal antenna patterns at
the point designated, incoming signal strength, and maximum
gain of the antenna in that position. The sea state input
and the direction of sea input determine maximum roll and
pitch angles. The ship rolls from an upright position, to
a maximum roll and pitch, through upright to the other
maximum, and back to upright in thirty six equal intervals.
Data is output for the antenna orientation on each interval,
«
2 . Use of Program in this Problem
Because of the way the program equations are set
up, the vertical monopole over ground plane cannot be
elevated to any height above the surface of the sea. There-
fore the present problem was simulated using the dipole
antenna. This approximation was made since a vertical
monopole over a perfect ground is essentially a center fed
dipole when the image of the monopole is considered. Thus
the actual problem would be a dipole sixty feet over the
surface, and its image sixty feet below the surface if the
ground plane were perfect. Major problems occur when the
antenna is exactly upright. The program blows up at the
boundary conditions. This is why the zero roll zero pitch
condition was avoided in the output. This is also why




A. STRIP RECORDER PLOT
The strip recorder plot of received signal strength
provided interesting data even before numbers were con-
sidered. Figure 9 shows signal variations over a choppy
sea with no large swells. Figure 10 shows signal variations
over a sea with large swells but little choppiness.
Figure 11 shows both large swells and choppiness. In all
three cases the signal strength graphs resembled the surface
of the sea for the condition being observed.
B. DISTRIBUTIONAL ANALYSIS
The distributional analysis conformed quite well to the
general theory proposed. In most cases the received signal
was characterized by a gradual increase to a peak, followed
by a decrease to approximately the mean value of incoming
signal, followed by another peak and a gradual decrease.
There were definitely two intervals between which the
signal strength swung most frequently. The gradual
decrease on both sides of the peaks further shows the
large variation with a small variable factor possibly
caused by the randomness of the sea. This variable factor
could also be attributed to the fact that on any run the
ship would not roll to the same angle every time. The run




LENGTH er ANTENNA .95 METERS
HEIGHT OF ANTENNA 18.2 METERS
PHI OF ANTENNA 000 DEGREES RELATIVE




PHI OF PLOT 306 DEGREES RELATIVE
THETA OF f^LOT 089 DEGREES RELATIVE
SEA STATE 2
DIRECTION OF SEA 018 DEGREES RELATIVE
ROLL PITCH SIGNAL STRENGTH
(DEGREES) (DEGREES) (DB)
.9 • 4.875
1. 7 .0 li 452
2. 5 .0 1«.490
3. 2 .0 2. 809
3i 3 • 3« 353
4i 3 .0 2..852


















^ 1.9 .0 5..080
-1..7 .0 1«.592
"P.i.5 .0 1<.416
• 3,.2 • 2..594
»3..8 .0 3 .332
-4..3 .0 3 .054
• if-»6 .0 2 i564
»f <.9 ,0 2 .275
*f
«
.9 .0 2 .190
-4 »9 .0 2 .275
• 4..6 .0 2 .564
-4 • 3 .0 3 .054
-3
• 8 .0 3 .332
*3 .2 .0 2 .594
^2 .5 .0 1 i4l6
-1 .7 .0 I .592
•?
.9 .0 5 i080
AVERAGE VAUUE = 2.66 D3
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Figure 10. Signal Variations Over a Choppy Sea






Figure 11. Signal Variations Over a













individual roll might be 5.2° or 3° or 7°. Runs were not
extremely long so that roll and pitch could be updated more
often, but they could not be made very short because small
sample sections can lead to very erroneous conclusions.
By looking only at the distributional analysis no relation-
ship between roll and pitch conditions is immediately
obvious. Peaks occur on each plot, but they are unrelated
to roll and pitch. Mean and variance also show no logical
progression. But this kind of correspondence cannot really
be expected. Signal strength is too dependent upon the
direction from which the electromagnetic waves originate.
When receiving from a point directly astern and taking 5°
rolls the variations might be fairly small. This in no way
indicates that when taking 5° rolls and receiving from
abeam the signal will still vary only slightly. Therefore
when looking only at the distributional analysis, the
validity of each run is the question. To answer this ques-
tion many runs under the same conditions on different days
are necessary. Due to the long time necessary to hand
digitize the data this problem could not be undertaken.
C. VARIATIONAL ANALYSIS
The results of the variational analysis follow closely
the results of the distributional analysis. The same two
peak behavior shows up on the graphs, with the same type
gradual decrease around the peaks. The average value of
the data points is always very close to zero. This shows
that the runs were short enough so that the average signal
30

strength was constant. Again because of the number of
variable factors involved, neither the peaks or the prob-
ability computations show any easily definable trend. Also
the lack of many runs under the same conditions leaves the
validity of the data in question. The shape of the output
graphs conforms well to the proposed theory however. It
is only the degree of accuracy of the numbers, and the
predictability of the peaks that is in doubt.
D. SIMULATION ANALYSIS
The computer simulation of the problem was an attempt
to tie all the previous analysis together. The program
did not include the randomness of the sea, but it was hoped
the program could predict where the peaks in distributional
and variational analysis should occur. The program failed
to accomplish this task. As the ship rolled through a
complete cycle, the program predicted several peaks in
signal strength. One of the peaks corresponded to the
major peak in the actual data, but with that many peaks,
one of them had to match. According to the simulation,
three equal peaks should show on each side of the mean.
From these results the smooth surface approximation seems
doomed to failure. The rough surface seems to smooth out
the antenna pattern so that instead of going from a maximum
to a null as the ship rolls, the pattern goes from a lesser
maximum to a minimum higher than a null. Because of this,
on the average the signal varies between two points. The
rough surface makes the result more predictable in a more
31

random way, more predictable since there is only one average
value to which the signal varies, but more random since all
values around that average are possible.
E. SHORTCOMINGS OF ANALYSIS
The two major drawbacks in this analysis were the
accuracy of the measurements, especially roll and pitch, and
the necessity to hand digitize the data. Roll and pitch
values were estimates, and the accuracy of signal strength
measurements was limited to t .25 DB. If on two different
runs the peaks were in the same spot on the computer out-
puts, the peaks could be as much as . 5 DB apart in reality.
The lack of self-digitizing equipment prevented many runs
from being analyzed. This also prevented any attempt at
a frequency analysis of the data. Further analysis of the
problem should include many runs under identical conditions
instead of runs under many conditions. In this way the
predictability of signal variations can be established.
Once this is accomplished, different runs can be added in




As a ship rolls and pitches, signal strength will, on
the average, vary between two values. The magnitude of
these variations is dependent first of all upon sea state,
since this determines the height of the large ocean swells,
The variations also depend upon wind speed since this
determines choppiness. A third dominant factor is the
relative direction from which the signal is being received,
A smooth surface approximation is not justified since the
rough surface reflections have a smoothing effect on the
antenna pattern which modifies the magnitude and the





LENGTH df ANTENNA^ s .95 METERS
HEIGHT 9F ANTENN/ik s 18.2 METERS
PHI 9F ANTENNA « 000 DEGREES RELATIVE
THETA 9F /\NTENNA tf 000 DEGREES RELATIVE
FREQUENCY a 149.0 MHZ
EPSIL9N c 80.0
SIGMA s 5.0
PHI 8F PL9T s 036 DEGREES RELATIVE
THETA 9F F=L9T s 089 DEGREES RELATIVE
SEA STATE e 2
DIRECTI8N eF SEA s 039 DEGREES RELATIVE
R0LL PITCH SIGNAL STRENGTH
(DEGREES) (DEGREES) (DB)
1.7 .9 1.380
3. h 1.7 3. 231
5. 2.5 1' 965
6« 5 3.2 2. 670
7i.7 3.8 2* 494
, 8, 7 4.3 2« 041
9..5 4.7 2«>364
9,.9 4.9 2..606
lOt 1 5.0 2*.653




6< 5 3.2 2<.670
5,.0 2.5 1«.965
3i 4 1.7 3..231
1<.7 .9 • 1".380
-Xi>7 -.9 1-.495
"3^ 4 -1.7 3..035
-5,»0 ^2.5 2..109






• 9< 9 -4.9 2<»38l
-9( 5 -4.7 2<»141
*8.,7 1-4.3 2 .051
'!'7
.7 »3.8 2 675
-6 5 -3.2 2 .431
• 5 lO '2.5 2 .109
• 3 i4 -1,7 3 .035
-1 .7 -.9 1 .495
AVER;^GE VALUE * 2.33 D3 -
34

DISTRIBUTION RUN 8 ROLLIO PITCH05
COURSE 180 E&M DIR. 144 DIST 4.17
DATA POINTS
75.0 73.5 74.5 73.0 75. 72.5 74.0 72.5 74.0
72.5 74.0 73.0 74.0 72.5 74.0 72.5 74.0 73.0
74.0 73.0 74.0 73.5 74.5 73.5 74.5 73.5 74.5
73.5 74.5 73.5 77.0 73.5 74.5 73.0 76.0 73.0
74.0 73.0 75.5 73.0 75.0 73.0 75.0 72.5 75.0
73. D 75.0 73.0 74.5 73.0 74.0 72.5 74.5 73.0
74.5 73.0
AVERAGE POWER = 73.8DB STANDARD DEVIATION 1 .0
GRAPHED DATA IS, NORMALIZED POWER VS. POINTS AT THAT POWER



















NEGATIVE VALUES MEAN -0.80
POSITIVE VALUES MEAN 0.80
NEGATIVE VARIANCE 0.13
POSITIVE VARIANCE 0.49
NEGATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = 0.36
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QISTRIBUTiaN RUN 8 ROLLiO P1TCHD5
cauRse: iBO fsm qir.. 144 d.15t 4.1
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VARIATIONS RUN 8 ROLLIO PITCH05
COURSE 180 EEIM DI R,. 144 DIST 4.17
VARIATIONS
1.5 1.0 -1.5 2.0 -2.5 1. 5 -1.5 1.5 -1.5 1.5
1.0 1.0 -1.5 1. 5 -1.5 1.5 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0
0.5 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 3.5
3.5 1.0 -1.5 3.0 -3. 1. U -1.0 2.5 -2.5 2.0
2.0 2.0 -2.5 2.5 -2.0 2.0 -2.0 1.5 -1.5 1.0
1.5 2.0 -1.5 1.5
AVE. VARIATION = -O.ODB STANDARD DEVIATION = 3.1
GRAPHED DATA IS, VARIATIONS VS. POINTS AT THAT VALUE



















NEGATIVE VALUES MEAN -1..61
POSITIVE VALUES MEAN 1..59
NEGATIVE VARIANCE = 0..49
POSITIVE VARIANCE = 0,.46
NEGATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = .70
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RUN 8 ROLLIO PITCH05
E&M DIR. 144 DIST 4.17
PEAK TO PEAK POWER
(ABSOLUTE VALUE, DB)
PROBABILITY VARIATION WILL




















LENGTH er ANTENN/i 9 • 95 METERS
HEIGHT 8F ANTENNA\ s 18.2 METERS
PHI 9F ANTENNA e 000 DEGREES RELATIVE
THETA 9F ANTENNA s 000 DEGREES RELATIVE
FREQUENCY « 149.0 MHZ
EPSILSN 8 80.0
SIGMA a 5.0
PHI eF PLOT 8 126 DEGREES RELATIVE
THETA 9F =LOT 8 089 DEGREES RELATIVE
SEA STATE B 2
DIRECTION OF SEA S 039 DEGREES RELATIVE
ROLL PITCH SIGNAL STRENGTH
(DEGREES) (DEGREES) (DB)
1.7 .9 1.377
3, k 1. 7 3. 218
5. 2. 5 1« 937
6. 5 3, 2 2* 623
7, 7 3.,8 2' 425
8« 7 4«»3 1«.954
9, 5 4,.7 2*.261
9. 9 4i• 9 2<.492
10,.1 5<.0 2<.536
Si 9 4,• 9 2«.492
9.»5 4«.7 2-.261
8t 7 4<.3 1«(954




















-9, 5 -4..7 2.»027
-8 • 7 -4.»3 1 .953
-7 .7 -3 .8 2 »598
*6 i5 •^3 .2 2 .376
.5 lO -2 .5 2 .076
-3 i4 '1 ,7 3 .018
-1 .7 t .9 1 .490





DISTRIBUTION RUN 9 RCLLIO PITCH05
COURSE 270 E&M OIR. 144 DIST 4.17
DATA POINTS
73.0 72.0 73.0 72.5 73.0 72.5 73.0 72.5 73.0
72.5 73.0 72.5 73.0 72.5 73.0 72.5 73.0 72.5
73.0 72.5 73.0 72.5 73.5 72.5 73.5 72.5 74.0
72.5 74.0 72.5 73.5 72.5 73.5 72.5 73.5 72.5
73.5 72.5 73.5 72.5 74.0 73.0 74.0 73.0 74.0
73.0 73.5 73.0 73.5 72.5 74.0 73.0 74.0 73.0
74.0 73.0 74.0 73.0 74.0 73.0 74.0 73.0 74.0
73.0 74.0 73.0 74.0 73.0 73.5 73.0 73.5 73.0
73.5 73.0 73.5 73.0 73.5 73.0 74.0 72.5 73.5
72.5
AVERAGE POWER = 73.1DB STANDARD DEVIATION 0..3
GRAPHED DATA IS, NORMALIZED POWER VS. POINTS AT THAT POWER











NEGATIVE VALUES MEAN = -0.36
POSITIVE VALUES HEAN = 0.62
NEGATIVE VARIANCE = 0.07
POSITIVE VARIANCE = 0.06
NEGATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = 0.27












r.^ 1 .1 j;; in
^-5mLr.---5. ?3f,KlD UHJT5 JHCH-
QISTRJBUTJQN RUN 3 RniLIO P.1TCH05
COURSE 270 c.§,M QJR, 144 D.IST ^.17
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VARIAT IONS RUN 9 ROLLIO PITCH05
COURSE 270 E&M DIR . 144 DIST 4.17
VARIATIONS
1.0 1.0 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 0,5
0.5 0.5 -0.5 0. 5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -0,5 0.5
0.5 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.5 -1.5 1.5 -1-5 1.0
1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1. -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.5
1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -1.0 1.5
1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0
1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1. -1.0 0.5 -0.5 0.5
0.5 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 1.0 -1.5 1.0
AVE. VARIATION = 0. ODB STANDARD DEVIATION = 0.8
GRAPHED DATA IS, VARIATIONS VS. POINTS AT THAT VALUE











NEGATIVE VALUES MEAN -0,,84
POSITIVE VALUES MEAN 0,.85
NEGATIVE VARIANCE = 0..09
POSITIVE VARIAMCE = 0..11
NEGATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = 0,.31














/ r^ ' \.
- i:i >:: in
URRJRTJQNS RUN 5 RnLLJD R1TCHD5





RUN 9 ROLLIO PITCH05
E^M DIR. 144 DIST 4.17
PEAK TO PEAK POWER
(ABSOLUTE VALUE, DB)
PROBABILITY VARIATION WILL
























































































































































AVERAGE VALUE = 2*36 D3
46

DISTRIBUTION RUN 10 R0LL08 PITCH05
COURSE 334 E&M DI R. 145 DIST 4.58
DATA POINTS
74.0 73.0 74.0 73.0 73.5 73.0 74.0 73.0 74.0
73.5 74.0 72.5 74.5 73.0 74.0 73.0 74.5 73.5
75.0 73.5 74.5 73.5 74.0 73.0 74.0 73.0 74.5
73.0 75.5 73.5 74.5 73.5 74.0 73.5 74.5 73.5
AVERAGE POWER = 73. 7DB STANDARD DEVIATION = 0.4
GRAPHED DATA IS, NORMALIZED POWER VS. POINTS AT THAT POWER











NEGATIVE VALUES MEAN = -0.53
POSITIVE VALUES MEAN = 0.59
NEGATIVE VARIANCE = 0.09
POSITIVE VARIANCE = 0.19
NEGATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = D.30

























VARIATIONS RUN 10 R0LL08 PITCH05
COURSE 334 E&M DIR. 145 DIST 4.58
VARIATIONS
1.0 1.0 -1.0 0.5 -0.5 1.0
1.5 2.0 -1.5 1.0 -1.0 1.5
1.0 0.5 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.5
1.0 0.5 -0.5 1.0
AVE. VARIATION = O.ODB
-1.0 1.0 -0.5 0.5
-1.0 1.5 -1.5 1.0
-1.5 2.5 -2.0 1.0
STANDARD DEVIATION = 1.5
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VARIATIONS RUN 10 ROLL08 PITCH05
COURSE 334 E&M DIR, 145 DIST 4.58
PEAK TO PEAK POWER
(ABSOLUTE VALUE, DB)
PROBABILITY VARIATION WILL































































































































































AVERAGE VALUE - 2.63 03
52

DISTRIBUTION RUNll R0LL05 PITCHI5
COURSE 334 E&M DI R. 148 DIST 5.85
DATA POINTS
75.0 74.0 76.0 74.5 76.5 74.0 76.0 74.0 76.5
74.0 75.5 74.0 76.0 74.0 75.0 74.0 75.0 73.5
74.5 74.0 74.5 73.0 75.0 74.0 75.5 74.0 75.5
74.0 75.0 74.0 75.5 74.0 75.0 74.0 76.0 74.0
76.5 74.5 76.0 75.0 76.0 75.0 76.0 75.5 77.0
74.5 75.5 74.5 75.5 74.5 75.5 74.5 75.5 74.5
75.5 74.5 75.5 74.0 75.5 74.0 76.0 74.0 75.0
74.0 75.0 74.0 75.0 74.0 75.0 74.0 75.0 74.0
75.0 73.5 75.0 74.0 75.0 74.0 74.5 74.0 75.5
74.0 75.5 74.5 76.5 74.0 76.5 74.5 75.5 74.0
76.0 74.0 75.0 74.0 76.0 74.5 76.0 74.5 75.5
74.0 75.5 75.0 75.5 74.5 75.0 74.5
AVERAGE POWER = 74. 8DB STANDARD DEVIATION = 0.7
GRAPHED DATA ISt NORMALIZED POWER VS. POINTS AT THAT POWER















NEGATIVE VALUES MEAN -0.72
POSITIVE VALUES MEAN 0.70
NEGATIVE VARIANCE 0.10
POSITIVE VARIANCE = 0.28
NEGATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = 0.31


















!i-i i;. ,;i ;:; .'."i i;;
i^-5mLf;-2. 3t + 3C UHJT5 JHLH.
DISTRJBUTJQN RUNII ROLLDS P.lTCHiS
COURSE 334 E^M QJR, 14t\ D]5T 5^35
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VARIATIONS RUNll R0LL05 PITCH15
COURSE 334 EEIM DIR . 148 DIST 5.85
VARIATIONS
1.0 2.0 -1.5 2.0 -2.5 2.0 -2.0 2.5 -2.5 1.5
1.5 2.0 -2.0 1.0 -1. 1.0 -1.5 1.0 -0.5 0.5
1.5 2.0 -1.0 1.5 -1.5 1. 5 -1.5 1.0 -1.0 1.5
1.5 1.0 -1. 2.0 -2.0 2.5 -2.0 1.5 -1.0 1.0
1.0 1.0 -0.5 1.5 -2.5 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0
1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.5 1.5 -1.5 2.0
2.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0
1.0 1.0 -1.5 1.5 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 0.5 -0.5 1.5
1.5 1.5 -1.0 2.0 -2.5 2.5 -2.0 1.0 -1.5 2.0
2.0 1.0 -1.0 2.0 -1. 5 1. 5 -1.5 1.0 -1.5 1.5
0.5 0.5 -1.0 0.5
AVE. VARIATION = -O.ODB STANDARD DEVIATION = 2.1




































































/ f7 V \
;;i ;i i;;
f;-3 mLT, ---2. OCr.+ 3 UH115 jnlh.
'^-jmLF-S. DCr + 3G UNJT3 JNLH.
URRJFlTJaHS RUNil ROLL 05 PJTCHiS
CaURSt 3,3^ t^M QIR. i^9 DJ5T 5 85
56

VARIATIONS RUNII R0LL05 PITCH15
COURSE 334 EEIM DI R. 148 DIST 5.85
PEAK TO PEAK POWER
(ABSOLUTE VALUE, DBJ
PROBABILITY VARIATION WILL







































































































































































COURSE 334 E&M DIR. 150 DIST 6.67
DATA POINTS
76.0 75.5 77.0 75.5 76.0 74.5 77.5 75.0 77.5
76.5 77.5 75.0 76.5 75.5 77.5 76.0 77.0 75.5
77.0 76.0 77.0 76.0 78.0 76.0 77.5 76.5 77.0
76.5 79.0 76.0 77.0 76.5 77.0 76.0 78.5 77.0
78.0 76.0 78.0 77.5 77.5 76.0 78.0 77.0 79.5
77.5 78.0 76.0 77.0 76.5 78.5 77.0 77.5 76.0
77.3 76.5 79.0 77.5 79.0 76.5 77.5 76.5 78.0
77.0 78.0 76.0 78.0 77.0 78.5 76.5 78.5 77.0
78.0 76.0
AVERAGE POWER = 77.0DB STANDARD DEVIATION 1. 1
GRAPHED DATA IS, NORMALIZED POWER VS. POINTS AT THAT POWER















NEGATIVE VALUES MEAN -0,,98
POSITIVE VALUES M[EAN 0,.71
NEGATIVE VARIANCE = 0..26
POSITIVE VARIANCE = 0..46
NEGATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = 0..51















. , , , ,„n \
•o:^ ;i:2 nn aa-t
K-5C,RLF.----2. 00[- + aO UHJT5 JHCH.
v-scRLr----5. oo[-+aa unjtj inch.
DlSTRIBUTiaH RUNiiRRaLL05 RITCHiS




COURSE 334 E&M DIR . 150 DIST 6.67
VARIATIONS
0.5 1.5 -1.5 0.5 -1.5 3. -2.5 2.5 -1.0 1.0
2.5 1.5 -1.0 2.0 -1.5 1.0 -1.5 1.5 -1.0 1.0
1.0 2.0 -2.0 1.5 -1.0 0. 5 -0.5 2.5 -3.0 1.0
0.5 0.5 -1.0 2.5 -1.5 1.0 -2.0 2.0 -0.5 0.0
1.5 2.0 -1.0 2.5 -2.0 0.5 -2.0 1.0 -0.5 2.3
1.5 0.5 -1-5 1.0 -0.5 2. 5 -1.5 1.5 -2.5 1.0
1.0 1.5 -1.0 1.0 -2.0 2.0 -1.0 1.5 -2.0 2.0
1.5 1.0
AVE. VARIATION = O.ODB STANDARD DEVIATION = 2.5












































































K-5CRLf 2. 03E>33 UNJT5 JNCH.
^-jCRLE 2. OCf t33 UNJTj JNCH.
UnRJRTjaNS RUNilRRaLLOS R1TCH15






E&M DIR. 150 DIST 6.67
PEAK TO PEAK POWER
(ABSOLUTE VALUE, DB)
PROBABILITY VARIATION WILL



































































































































































































AVERAGE VALUE *-28.90 DB
64

DISTRIBUTION RUN12 ROLLOO PITCH05
COURSE 270 E&M DIR. 152 DIST 7.47
DATA POINTS
76.0 78.5 76.0 78.3 76.5 78.5 75.5 79.0 75.5
80.0 76.5 78.5 77.0 79.0 76.0 78.0 77.0 79.0
76.0 81.0 76.5 78.0 76.5 78.0 76.5 77.0 76.5
77. J 76.5 77.0 76.5 78.0 75.0 77.0 76.0 77.0
76.0 77.5 76.5 78.0 76.0 79.0 77.0 77.5 76.0
78.5 76.5 77.0 76.5 77.0 76.
J
76.5 76.0 77.0
75.5 77.0 76.0 78.5 76.0 77.0 76.0 77.0 76.0
76.5 76.0 77.0 75.0 77.0 75.0 76.0 75.5 76.0
75.5 77.0 75.0 77.0 75.5 77.0 75.0 76.5 76.0
AVERAGE POWER = 76.8DB STANDARD DEVIATION = 1.4
GRAPHED DATA ISt NORMALIZED POWER VS. POINTS AT THAT POWER























NEGATIVE VALUES MEAN -0.84
POSITIVE VALUES MEAN 0.96
NEGATIVE VARIANCE 0.24
POSITIVE VARIANCE 0.97
NEGATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = 0.49






















H- V-^ V^ ^
j;j ::i j;; :i r.\
Q15TRJBUTJQN RUNi2 RQLLOO d.ITCHD
CGURSt 2?D E^M GJR. J52 DJ5T 7.^.7
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VARIATIONS RUN12 ROLLOO PITCH05
COURSE 270 E&M DIR. 152 DIST 7.47
VARIATIONS
2.5 -2.5 2.0 -1.5 2. J -3 . D 3.5 -3.5 4.5 -3.5
2.0 -1.5 2.0 -3.0 2.0 -1.0 2.0 -3.0 5.0 -4.5
1.5 -1.5 1.5 -1.5 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5
1.5 -3.0 2.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.5 -1.0 1.5 -2.0
3.0 -2.0 0.5 -1.5 2.5 -2.0 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -1.0
0.5 -0.5 1.0 -1.5 1.5 -1.0 2.5 -2.5 1.0 -1.0
1.0 -1.0 0.5 -0.5 1.0 -2.0 2.0 -2.0 1.0 -0.5
0.5 -0.5 1.5 -2.0 2.0 -1.5 1.5 -2.0 1.5
AVE. VARIATION = 0. ODB STANDARD DEVIATION = 3.8
GRAPHED DATA IS» VARIATIONS VS. POINTS AT THAT VALUE
























NEGATIVE VALUES MEAN = -1.67
POSITIVE VALUES MEAN = 1.64
NEGATIVE VARIANCE = 1.02
POSITIVE VARIANCE = 1.09
NEGATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = 1.01


















^-3t.nLr--2. [IGtnIS UNjr3 JHLH.
mRJRTJaHS RUNi2 ROLLOD PITCHOJ;






E&M DIR. 152 DIST 7.47
PEAK TO PEAK POWER
(ABSOLUTE VALUE, DB)
PROBABILITY VARIATION WILL













































































































































































DISTRIBUTION RUN13 R0LL07 PITCH05
COURSE 000 EeiM DIR. 152 DIST 7.47
DATA POINTS
77.0 76.0 77.0 75.5 77.0 75.5 77.0 76.0 77.0
76. J 77.5 76.0 77.0 76.5 77.0 76.5 77.0 75.5
77.5 75.0 78.0 76.0 77.0 76.0 77.0 76.0 77.5
77.0 79.0 76.5 78.5 77.0 78.0 77.0 77.5 76.5
79.0 76.0 78.0 76.5 79.0 76.0 81.0 77.5 79.0
77.5 79.0 77.0 78.5 77.0 78.0 76.0 79.5 77.0
79.5 77.0 79.0 77.0 80.0 77.5 80.5 77.5 80.5
77.5 80.0 79.0 81.5 78.0 79.5 79.0 81.0 78.5
81.0 79.0 80.5 77.5 80.0 77.5 81.5 77.0 79.0
77.5 81.
D
76.5 81.3 78.0 81.0 78.0 81.0 78.5
81.0 77.0 80.0 77.5 82.0 77.5 82.0 77.5
AVERAGE POWER = 78. ODB STANDARD DEVIATION = 2.9
GRAPHED DATA IS, NORMALIZED POWER VS. POINTS AT THAT POWER



















NEGATIVE VALUES MEAN -1.12
POSITIVE VALUES MEAN 1.93
NEGATIVE VARIANCE 0.53
POSITIVE VARIANCE 1.17
NEGATIVE STANDARD DEVIAT ICN = 0.73























s:i JCc! :n 9.21 ncd
i<;-scRLt-----2.aaE+aa uhjts inch.
"(-scRLr-s. aDr_+aG umjts inch.
DISTRIBLJTiaN RUHi3 RQLLO? PITCHOS
COURSE 000 ESM QIR. 152 D15T ?.4?
72

VARIATIONS RUN13 R0LL07 PITCH05
COURSE 000 E&M DIR . 152 DIST 7.47
VARIATIONS
1.0 1.0 -1.5 1.5 -1.5 1.5 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.5
1.5 1.3 -D.5 0.5 -J.
5
0.5 -1.5 2.0 -2.5 3.0
2.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.5 -0.5 2.0 -2.5 2.0
1.5 1.0 -1.0 0.5 -1.0 2.5 -3.0 2.0 -1.5 2.5
3.0 5.0 -3.5 1.5 -1. 5 1.5 -2.0 1.5 -1.5 1.0
2.0 3.5 -2.5 2.5 -2.5 2.0 -2.0 3.0 -2.5 3.0
3.0 3.0 -3.0 2.5 -1.0 2.5 -3.5 1.5 -0.5 2.0
2.5 2.5 -2.0 1.5 -3.0 2.5 -2.5 4.0 -4.5 2.0
1.5 3.5 -4.5 4.5 -3.0 3.0 -3.0 3.0 -2.5 2.5
4.0 3.0 -2.5 4.5 -4.5 4.5
AVE. VARIATION = O.IDB STANDARD DEVIATION = 5.9
GRAPHED DATA I St VARIATIONS VS. POINTS AT THAT VALUE














































NEGATIVE VALUES MEAN -2.11
POSITIVE VALUES MEAN 2.22
NEGATIVE VARIANCE 1.17
POSITIVE VARIANCE 1.25
NEGATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = 1.08





UflRTRTlONS RUtSiS" ROlLO? PITCH05
COURSE 000 fail QIR. 152 D I ST 7 ..47
74

VARIATIONS RUNI3 ROLL07 PITCH05
COURSE 000 E&M DI R. 152 DIST 7.47
PEAK TO PEAK POWER
(ABSOLUTE VALUE, DB)
PROBABILITY VARIATION WILL
























LENGTH BF ANTENNA .95 METERS
HEIGHT er ANTENNA « 18.2 METERS
PHI df ANTENNA s 000 DEGREES RELATIVE
THETA 9F /ANTENNA s 000 DEGREES RELATIVE
FREQUENCY s 149.0 MHZ
EPSILON s 80.0
SIGMA s 5.0
PHI 9F PL9T s 121 DEGREES RELATIVE
THETA 9F f^L9T s 089 DEGREES RELATIVE
SEA STATE m 4
DIRECTI9N SF SEA s 000 DEGREES RELATIVE





























.0 -9.• 4 29.103
.0 ^8..7 29.067
.0 -7. 7 29.024
.0 -6..4 28.977
.0 -5 lO 28.934
.0 -3 .4 28.899
.0
-i .7 28.876





DISTRIBUTION RUN19 ROLLOO PITCHIO
COURSE 270 E£M DIR. 149 DIST 10.49
DATA POINTS
81.5 83.0 82.0 83.0 82.0 83.0 82.5 84.0 81.0
82.5 81.5 84.0 83.0 83. 5 81.5 84.0 81.5 83.0
82.5 84.5 82.5 84.0 83.0 85.0 80.5 83.0 82.5
83.0 82.0 83.5 82.5 83.0 81.0 83.5 83.0 83.5
83.0 84.5 82.0 83.0 81.5 86.0 82.5 83.0 82.0
82.5 81.0 84.0 82.5 85.5 83.0 84.5 83.0 83.5
82.5 83.5 82.0 84.0 82.5 85.0 81.5 83.5 82.5
84.0 82.5 84.0 82.5 83.0 82.5 83.0 82. 83.0
82.0 83.5 80.5 82.0 81.0 84.0 82.5 85.0 83.0
84.5 81.5 83.0 82.0 86.5 81.0 82.5 81 .5 84.0
82.0 85.0 81.5 82.5 81. 5 84.0 82.0 84.5 83.0
85. 5 84.0 85.0 82.0 84.5 83.0 85.0 84.0 85.5
82.5 85.5 83.0 84.0 82.5 85.0 82.5 85.5 83.0
86.5 82.0 83.5 81.5 84.0 82.0 84.5 83. 85.5
84. 85.0 82.0 84.5 83.0 85.0 84.0 85.5 82.5
85.5 83.0 84.0 82.5 85.0 82.5 85.5 83.0 86.5
82.0 83.5 82.5 85.5 82.5 87.0 84.5 87.5 84.0
85.0 83.0 84.0 82.0 84. 83.0 84.0 83.0 84.0
83.0 84.0 82.0 83.0 82.0 87.0 83.0 85.5 80.5
87.0 82.5 83.0 81.5 83.5 82.5 86.0 82.0 83.0
82.0 83.0 82.0 85. 5 84.0 86.0 83.0 84.0 81.5
82.5 81.5 85.0 82.5 84.0 82.5 85.0 83. 5 84.0
82.0 83.5 80.0 87.0 83.5 86.0 82.0 83.0
AVERAGE POWER = 83.3DB STANDARD DEVIATION = 2.1
GRAPHED DATA IS, NORMALIZED POWER VS. POINTS AT THAT POWER





























VALUES MEAN = -1.01
VALUES MEAN = 1.36
VARIANCE = 0.47
VARIANCE = 1.02
STANDARD DEVIATION = 0.69












D15TRJBUTjaN RUNi3 RaiLDD PITCHiO
COURSE 27D ^.m GIR. i^5 D,15T iO.'^S
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VARIATIONS RUNI9 ROLLOO PITCHIO
COURSE 270 E&M DI R. 149 DIST 10.49
VARIATIONS
1.5 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -0.5 1.5 -3.0 1.5 -1.0
2.5 -1.0 0.5 -2.0 2. 5 -2. 5 1.5 -0.5 2.0 -2.0
1.5 -1 .0 2.0 -4.5 2.5 -0.5 0.5 -1.0 1.5 -1.0
0.5 -2.0 2.5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 1.5 -2.5 1.0 -1.5
4.5 -3.5 0.5 -1.0 0.5 -1.5 3.0 -1.5 3.0 -2.5
1.5 -1.5 0.5 -1.0 1.0 -1.5 2.0 -1.5 2.5 -3.5
2.0 -1.0 1.5 -1.5 1.5 -1.5 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -1.0
1.0 -1.0 1.5 -3.0 1.5 -1.0 3.0 -1.5 2.5 -2.0
1.5 -3.0 1.5 -1.0 4.5 -5.5 1.5 -1.0 2.5 -2.0
3.0 -3.5 1.0 -1.0 2.5 -2. 2.5 -1.5 2.5 -1.5
1.0 -3.0 2.5 -1.5 2.0 -1.0 1.5 -3.0 3.0 -2.5
1.0 -1.5 2.5 -2.5 3.0 -2.5 3.5 -4.5 1.5 -2.0
2.5 -2.0 2.5 -1.5 2.5 -1.5 1.0 -3.0 2.5 -1.5
2.0 -1 .0 1.5 -3.0 3.0 -2.5 1.0 -1.5 2. 5 -2.5
3.0 -2.5 3.5 -4.5 1.5 -1.0 3.0 -3.0 4.5 -2.5
3.0 -3.5 1.0 -2.0 1.0 -2.0 2.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0
1.0 -1.0 1.0 -2.0 1.0 -1.0 5.0 -4.0 2.5 -5.0
6.5 -4.5 0.5 -1.5 2.0 -1. 3.5 -4.0 1.0 -1.0
1.0 -1.0 3.5 -1.5 2.0 -3.0 1.0 -2.5 1.0 -1.0
3.5 -2.5 1.5 -1.5 2.5 -1.5 0.5 -2.0 1.5 -3.5
7.0 -3.5 2.5 -4.0
AVE. VARIATION = O.ODB STANDARD DEVIATION = 5.4
GRAPHED DATA IS, VARIATIONS VS. POINTS AT THAT VALUE































NEGATIVE VALUES MEAN -2.00
POSITIVE VALUES MEAN 2.00
NEGATIVE VARIANCE 1.28
POSITIVE VARIANCE 1.48
NEGATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = 1.13




















^-3t,RLF --5. DD:>3D UNJ r3 JNCH-
URRiRTjaHS RUNi5 ROLLDD PJTCHIO






E&M DIR. 149 DIST 10.49
PEAK TO PEAK POWER
(ABSOLUTE VALUE, DB)
PROBABILITY VARIATION WILL
































LENGTH 9F ANTENNA .95 METERS
HEIGHT QF ANTENNA 18.2 METERS
PHI OF ANTENNA 000 DEGREES RELATIVE




PHI 6F PL8T 211 DEGREES RELATIVE
THETA eF f=L9T 089 DEGREES RELATIVE
SEA STATE 1
DiRECTieN 8F SEA 0^+9 DEGREES RELATIVE
R8LL PITCH SIGNAL STRENGTH
(DEGREES) (DEGREES) (DB)
1.0 • 3.638
2i 1 • 1« 192
3. • 2i 5 1 4
3. 9 tO 3t 337
4« 6 .0 2< 384
5< 2 • 1«r878 i .-
5, 7 «0 1" 967
5, 9 • 2. 179
6i • 2t 267 .
5, 9 • 2i 179
5i 7 • 1* 967
5, 2 .0 1« 878
^. 6 .0 2' 384
3, 9 tO 3..337
3, • 2^.514
2..1 • 1<.192










-6..0 • 2 .099
-5(.9 .0 2 .035
• 5..7 fO 1 .912
"5 »2 • 1 .987
•^4<.6 • 2 .622
-3 »9 • 3 .359
-3 »0 • 2 .302
•p2
.1 .0 1 .237
-1 • 3 .850








82.0 86.0 85.0 85.5 84.5 85.5 85.0 85.5 81.0
88.0 87.0 88.5 87.5 89.0 88.0 89.0 88.0 89.5
88. 3 89.0 88.0 88.5 82.5 86.0 85.5 86.0 85.5
86.5 85.5 86.5 85.5 86.0 85.0 86.5 85.5 86.0
85.5 86.5 85.0 86.5 85.5 86.5 85.0 85.5 84.5
85.0 84.5 85.0 84. 5 86. 85.0 85.5 85.0 85.5
85.0 85.5 85.0 85.5 85.0 86.0 85.5 86.5 84.5
85.0 84.5 85.0 84.5 87.0 86.5 87.5 85.5 86.5
85.5 86.0 84.5 85.0 84.0 85.0 84.0 85.5 84.5
85.5 84.5 85.5 85.0 85.5 85.0 86.0 85. 5 88.0
87.5 89.0 88.0 89.0 88.0 88.5 84.5 85.5 85.0
88.0 87.5 88.0 87.5 88.5 87.5 88.5 87.5 88.0
84.5 85.0 84.0 84.5 84.0 85.0 84.5 86.5 86.0
87. J 86.5 88.0 87.0 88.0 86.5 88.0 86.5 87.5
86.5 87.5 86.0 87.0 86.0 86.5 85.5 86. 85.0
86.0 85.5 86.0 85.0 86.0 85.0 85.5 84.5 85.5
85.0 85.5 85.0 88.0 87.5 88.5 85.5 88.0 85.0
86.0 85.5 86.5 86.0 86.5 85.5 88.0 87. 5 88.5
87.0 88. 86.5 87.0 86.0 86.5 85.5 86.0 85.5
86.0 85.5 86.5 85.5 87.0 85.5 86.5 85.5 86.5
85.5 86.5 85.5 86.5 85.5 86.5 85.5 87.0 85.5
87.0 85.0 85.5 84.0 85.0 84.5 85.5 85.0 85.5
85.0 86.0 85.0 86.5 85.5 87.0 86.5 87.0 86.5
87.0 85.5 86.5 85.0 85.5 84.5 85.5 85.0 87.0
86.5 87.5 86.0 88.0 87.0 88.0 87.0 88.0 87.0
88.0 86.5 87.5 84.0 85.0 84.0 85.5 84.5 85.5
84.5 86.0 85.5 87.5 87.0 88.0 87.5 88.0 86.5
87.0 86.0 87.0 85. 5 86.0 84.5 85.5 84.5 87.5
86.5 87.5 86.5 87.5 86.5 87.0 86.0 86.5 86.0
86.5 85.5 86.5 85.5 86.0 85.5 86.0 85.5 86.0
85.5 87.0 86.5 87.0 85.5 86. 85.0 85. 5 84.5
85.0 84.0 85.0 84.0 85.0 84.5 85.5 85.0 85.5
85.0 85.5 85.0 85.5 85.0 87.0 86.5 88.0 87.0
88.0 86.5 88.0 86.5 88.0 86.5 87.0 85.5 86.0
85.5 86.0 85.0 86.0 84.5 85.5 84.5 85.0 84.5
86.0 85.0 86.5 85.5 87.0 86.5 87.0 86.5 87.0
85.0 85.5 85.0 85.5 85.0 85.5 84.5 85.0 84.5
85. 84.5 85. 84.5 85 .5 85.0 86.5 8b. 87.0
86.5 88.0 87.5 88.5 88.0 89.0 88.5 90.0 89.0
89.5 88.0 88.5 84.0 85.0 84.5 85.0 83. 5 84.0
83.0 83.5 83.0 85.5 85. 85.5 85.0 86.0 85.5
86.0 85.5 86.5 85.5 86.0 85.5 87.0 85.5 86.0
85.5 86.5 85.0 35.5 84.0 85.5 84.5 85.5 85.0
86. 85.5 86.5 86.0 87. 86.5 87.5 87.0 88.0
87.0 88.0 87.5 88.0 87.5 88.5 87.0 87. 5 86.0
86.5 86.0 86.5 85.5 86.0 86.0 86.5 86.0 86.5
86.0 86.5 86.0 86.5 85.5 86.5 86.0 37.0 86.5
88.0 87.0 88.0 87.5 88.5 87.0 88.0 86. 5 87.5
86. 86.5 85.5 86.0 85.5 86.0 84.5 85.0 83.5
84.0 83.0 84.0 83.0 84.0 83. 5 85.0 84. 5 85.0
85.0 86.0 85.0 8o.5 86.0 87.0 86.5 88.0 85.5
86. 85.0 85.5 85.0 85.5 84.0 84.5 84.0 84.5
84.0 85.5 85.0 86.0 85. 5 86.0 85.0 85.5 85.5
86. 85.0 85.5 84.5 85.0 84.5 85.5 85.0 85.5
85.0 85.5 85.0 86.0 85.5 86.0 85.5 87.0 86.5
87.0 86.5 87.0 86.0 86.5 85.5 86.0 84. 5 85.0
84.5 85.0 84.5 85.5 84.5 85.5 85.0 85.5 85.0
85.5 85.0 85.5 85.0 85.5 85.0 85.5 85.0 86.0
85.5 86.5 86.0 86.5 85.5 86.0 85.5 86.0 85.5
86. 85.5 86.5 85.5 86.5 85.5 86.0 86.0 86.5
86.0 86.5 85.5 86.0 85.0 85. 5 84.0 84.5 84.0
85.5 85.0 85.5 85.0 85.5 86.5 87.0 35.0 85.5
85. D 86.5 86.0 87. 5 87.0 88.0 87.5 88.5 84.5
85.0 84.0 84.5 83.5 84.0 83.5 84.0 83. 5 84.0
84.0 85.0 84.5 85.0 84.5 85.0 84.5 85.5 85.5
83

DISTRIBUTION RUN 20 R0LL06 PITCHOO
COURSE 000 EL^ DIR. 149 DIST 10.49
DATA POINTS
85.0 86.0 85.5 86.0 85.5 86. D 85.5 86.0 85.5
86.0 85.5 86.5 85.5 86.0 85.5 86.0 85.5 86.5
85.5 86.5 85.5 86.5 85.5 87.0 86.0 87.0 86.0
86.5 85.5 86.0 85.0 85.5 84.5 85.0 84.5 85.0
83.5 84.5 83.5 85.0 84.0 86.5 86.0 87.5 87.0
88.0 87.5 88.0 87.5 88.0 87.5 88.0
AVERAGE POWER = 85.9DB STANDARD DEVIATION = 1.5
GRAPHED DATA IS, NORMALIZED POWER VS. POINTS AT THAT POWER























NEGATIVE VALUES MEAN -0.95
POSITIVE VALUES MEAN 1.01
NEGATIVE VARIANCE 0.43
POSITIVE VARIANCE 0.75
NEGATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = 0.66












3J5 •hjo nns fljn
'K-smir-b". Dot'+aa units inch.
';'-SCRLE---2. 0[][-+ai UNJT5 JHCH.
DISTRIBUTiaN RUN 20





VARIATIONS RUN 20 R0LL06 PITCHOO
COURSE 000 ELIA DIR. 149 DIST 10.49
VARIATIONS
4.0 -1.0 0.5 -1.0 1.0 -0.5 0.5 -4.5 7.0 -1.0
1.5 -1.0 1.5 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.5 -1.5 1.0 -1.0
0.5 -6.0 3.5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0
0.5 -1.0 1.5 -1.0 0.5 -0.5 1.0 -1.5 1.5 -1.0
1.0 -1.5 0.5 -1.0 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 1.5 -1.0
0.5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 1.0 -0.5
1.0 -2.0 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 2.5 -0.5 1.0 -2.0
1.0 -1.0 0.5 -1.5 0.5 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.5 -1.0
1.0 -1.0 1.0 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 1.0 -0.5 2.5 -0.5
1.5 -l.J 1.0 -1.0 0. 5 -4. 1.0 -0.5 3.0 -0.5
0.5 -0.5 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 0.5 -3.5 0.5 -1.0
0.5 -0.5 1.0 -0.5 2.0 -0.5 1.0 -0.5 1.5 -1.0
1.0 -1.5 1.5 -1.5 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.5 1.0 -1.0
0.5 -1.0 0.5 -1.0 1.0 -0.5 0.5 -1.0 1.0 -1.0
0.5 -l.J 1-. -0.5 0.5 -0.5 3.0 -0.5 1.0 -3.0
2.5 -3.0 1.0 -0.5 1.0 -0.5 0.5 -1.0 2.5 -0.5
1.0 -1.5 1.0 -1.5 0.5 -1.0 0.5 -1.0 0.5 -0.5
0. 5 -0.5 1.0 -1.0 1.5 -1.5 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0
1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.5 -1.5 1.5 -2.0
0.5 -1 .5 1.0 -0.5 1.0 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 1.0 -1.0
1.5 -1.0 1.5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -1.5 1.0 -1.5
0.5 -1.0 1.0 -0.5 2.0 -0.5 1.0 -1.5 2.0 -1.0
1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.5 1.0 -3.5 1.0 -1.0
1.5 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.5 -0. 5 2.0 -0.5 1.0 -0.5
0.5 -1.5 0.5 -l.C 1.0 -1.5 0.5 -1.5 1.0 -1.0
3.0 -1.0 1. -1.0 1.0 -1.0 0.5 -1.0 0.5 -0.5
0.5 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 0.5 -0. 5 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5
1.5 -0.5 0.5 -1.5 0.5 -1.0 0.5 -1.0 0.5 -1.0
1.0 -1.0 1.0 -0. 5 1.0 -0. 5 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5
0.5 -0.5 2.0 -0.5 1.5 -1.0 1.0 -1.5 1.5 -1.5
1.5 -1.5 0.5 -1.5 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -1.0 1.0 -1.5
1.0 -1.0 0.5 -0.5 1.5 -1.0 1.5 -1.0 1.5 -0.5
0.5 -0.5 0.5 -2.0 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -1.0
J. 5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 1. -0.5 1.5 -0.5
1.0 -0.5 1.5 -0.5 1.0 -0.5 1.0 -0.5 1.5 -1.0
0.5 -1.5 0.5 -4.5 1.0 -0.5 0.5 -1.5 0.5 -1.0
0.5 -0.5 2.5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 1.0 -0.5 0.5 -0.5
1.0 -1.0 0.5 -0.5 1.5 -1.5 0.5 -0.5 1.0 -1.5
0.5 -1.5 1.5 -1.0 1.0 -0.5 1.0 -0.5 1.0 -0.5
1.0 -0.5 1. -0.5 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -0.5 0.5 -0.5
1.0 -1.5 0.5 -1.5 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -1.0 0.5 0.0
0.5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 0. 5 -1.0 1.0 -0.5
1.0 -0.5 1.5 -1.0 1.0 -0. 5 1.0 -1.5 1.0 -1.5
1.0 -1.5 0.5 -1.0 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -1.5 0.5 -1.5
0.5 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -0.5 1.5 -0.5 0.5 0.0
1.0 -1.0 1.5 -0.5 1.0 -0.5 1.5 -2.5 0.5 -1.0
0.5 -0.5 0.5 -1.5 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 1.5 -0.5
1.0 -0.5 0.5 -1.0 0. 5 0. 0.5 -1.0 0.5 -1.0
0.5 -0.5 1.0 -0.5 0.5 -0,5 0.5 -0.5 1.0 -0.5
0.5 -0.5 1.5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -1.0 0.5 -1.0
0.5 -1.5 0.5 -0.5 0. 5 -0.5 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -0.5
0.5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5
1. 3 -0.5 1. -0.5 0. 5 -1.0 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5
0.5 -0.5 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 0.5 0.0 0.5 -0.5
0.5 -1.0 0.5 -1.0 0.5 -1.5 0.5 -0.5 1.5 -0.5
0.5 -0.5 0.5 1.0 0. 5 -2. 0.5 -0.5 1.5 -0.5
1.5 -0.5 1.0 -0.5 1.0 -4.0 0.5 -1.0 0.5 -1.0
0.5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 0.5 0.0 1.0 -0.5 0.5 -0.5
0.5 -0.5 1.0 0.0 -0.5 1.0 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 0.5
0.5 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 1.0 -1.0 0.5 -0.5 0.5
3.5 1.0 -1. 1.0 -1.0 1. -1.0 1.5 -1.0 1.0
1.0 0.5 -1.0 0.5 -1.0 0. 5 -1.0 0.5 -0.5 0.5
1.5 1.0 -1.0 1.5 -1.0 2.5 -0.5 1.5 -0.5 1.0
0.5 0.5 -0.5 0. 5 -0.5





COURSE 000 ECM DI
DATA IS, VARIATIONS
20 ROLL06 PITCHOO
R. 149 DI ST 10.49

































































































































«-5rRLF"--5-00F + 00 UNITS INCH.
^r'-SCRLF-.S-GOf'-tOi UNITS INCH.
URRIRTIONS RUN 20







RUN 20 R0LL06 PITCHOO
E&M DIR. 149 DIST 10.49
PEAK TO PEAK POWER
(ABSOLUTE VALUE, DB)
PROBABILITY VARIATION WILL



















































































































































































































AVERAGE VALUE =-28.88 03
90

DISTRIBUTION RUN52 ROLLOO PITCH03
COURSE 180 E&M DIR. 149 DIST 10.94
DATA POINTS
83.5 81.0 85.0 79.5 83.0 80.0 84.5 80.0 85.0
80.5 84.5 81.0 83.5 80.0 84.0 82.0 85.5 79.0
86.0 79.0 83.0 79.5 86. 5 81.0 83.0 80.5 82.0
79.0 79.5 79.0 85.0 79.5 84.5 79.5 82.5 79.5
83.5 79.5 82.0 80.0 81.5 80.0 84.0 80.5 83.0
81.5 83.5 81.0 82.0 81.0 82.0 80.5 82.0 81.0
82.5 79.0 84.0 81.0
AVERAGE POWER = 81.8DB STANDARD DEVIATION 4 .3
GRAPHED DATA IS, NORMALIZED POWER VS. POINTS AT THAT POWER










































































i-;j iji »;; iJi
K-^mLr.-S. tl3f>fl3 UHJT3 JHt,H.
D.15TRJBUTJDH RUN52 ROLLDD P.1TCHD.3
COURSE JBO t-?*M Q]R. i^3 DIST li]^34
92
ffr
VARIATIONS RUN52 RCLLOO PITCH03
COURSE 180 E&M DIR . 149 DIST 10.94
VARIATIONS
2.5 4.0 -5.5 3.5 -3.0 4.5 -4.5 5.0 -4.5 4.0
3.5 2.5 -3.5 4. -2.0 3.5 -6.5 7.0 -7.0 4.0
3.5 7.0 -5.5 2.0 -2.5 1.5 -3.0 0.5 -0.5 6.0
5.5 5.0 -5.0 3.0 -3.0 4. -4.0 2.5 -2.0 1.5
1.5 4.0 -3.5 2.5 -1.5 2.0 -2.5 1.0 -1.0 1.0
1.5 1.5 -1.0 1.5 -3.5 5.0
AVE. VARIATION = O.ODB STANDARD DEVIATION = 14.3
GRAPHED DATA IS, VARIATIONS VS. POINTS AT THAT VALUE































NEGATIVE VALUES MEAN = -3.32
POSITIVE VALUES MEAN = 3.34
NEGATIVE VARIANCE = 2.91
POSITIVE VARIANCE = 3.13
NEGATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = 1.71
POSITIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = 1.77
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';-3mL[;--..i. D3f>;i() UNJ[3 jkilh.
mRiRTJaHS RUN52 RQLLDD PITCH 03






E&M DIR. 149 DIST 10.94
PEAK TO PEAK POWER
(ABSOLUTE VALUE, DB)
PROBABILITY VARIATION WILL































































































































































AVERAGE VALUE 2.38 D3
96

DISTRIBUTION RUN54 R0LL06 P ITCH03
COURSE 000 E&M DI R. 149 DI ST 10.94
DATA POINTS
86.0 82.0 84.5 83.0 85.0 82.5 84.0 80.5 79.0
84. 80.5 82.5 80.0 84.5 82.0 84.0 81.0 83.5
81.0 82.0 79.5 82.0 80.5 82.5 80.0 83.5 80.5
81.5 79.5 82.0 81.0 82.0 79.5 82.5 79.0 81.5
80. 81.5 80.5 83.0 80.0 82.0 81.0 82.0 80.5
81.5 80.0 83.0 80.5 83.0 81.0 85.5 81.0 83.5
80.5 82.0 80.5 81.5 79.5 85.0 80.0 83.5 81.0
82.0 80.5 84.0 78.5 82.0 78.5 84.0 78.0 82.0
AVERAGE POWER = 81.7DB STANDARD DEVIATION = 3.2
GRAPHED DATA IS, NORMALIZED POWER VS. POINTS AT THAT POWER
























































































DISTRIBUTION RUN54 ROlLOB PITBH03
COURSE 000 EaM DIR. 149 DIST 10.. 9 /
98

VARIATIONS RUN54 ROLL06 PITCH03
COURSE 000 EGM DIR, 149 DIST 10.94
VARIATIONS
4.0 2.5 -1.5 2.0 -2.5 1.5 -3.5 -1.5 5.0 -3.5
2.0 -2.5 4.5 -2.5 2.0 -3.0 2.5 -2.5 1.0 -2.5
2.5 -1.5 2.0 -2.5 3.5 -3.0 1.0 -2.0 2.5 -1.0
1.0 -2.5 3.0 -3.5 2.5 -1.5 1.5 -1.0 2.5 -3.0
2.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.5 1.0 -1.5 3.0 -2.5 2.5 -2.3
4.5 -4.5 2.5 -3.0 1.5 -1.5 1.0 -2.0 5.5 -5.0
3.5 -2.5 1.0 -1.5 3.5 -5.5 3.5 -3.5 5.5 -6.0
AVE. VARIATION = -0. IDB STANDARD DEVIATION = 8.4
GRAPHED DATA IS, VARIATIONS VS. POINTS AT THAT VALUE



























NEGATIVE VALUES MEAN = -2.62
POSITIVE VALUES f^.EAN = 2.54
NEGATIVE VARIANCE = 1.53
POSITIVE VARIANCE = 1.72
NEGATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = 1.24




s-scnir ^5- ocf i-fli) unji^ .inch.
'i-SCRLf -2. OOf ^0D UHjr5 JNCH-
URRJRrjQNS
GQUR5E ODD
RUN54 RaiLDS R.ITCH 03
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VARIATIONS RUN54 ROLL06 PITCH03
COURSE 000 EJIM DIR. 149 DI ST 10.94
PEAK TO PEAK POWER
(ABSOLUTE VALUE, DB)
PROBABILITY VARIATION WILL


















































































































































































































AVERAGE VALUE = 2.35 D3
102

DISTRIBUTION RUN55 R0LL06 PITCHOO
COURSE 090 ELM DIR. 149 DIST 10.94
DATA POINTS
79.0 82.0 80.0 81.5 79.0 82.0 81.0 84.5 78.0
82.5 77.5 84.0 78.5 84.0 78.0 81.5 78.0 81.0
77.5 80.5 79.5 80.5 78.0 80.5 79.0 80.0 77.5
81.0 78.0 80.5 78. 5 84.0 79.5 83.0 77.5 82.0
77.5 81.0 77.0 80.5 78.5 81.0 77.0 81.0 78.5
79.5 78.5 80.0 78.5 80.0 79.0 80.0 77.0 83.0
78.0 81.0 77.0 85.0 78.0 79.0 78.0 82.5 77.5
86.0 78.5 80.0 78.0 81 .0 77.5 81.5 78.0 81.0
78. 80.0 78.0 87.0 78.0 80.0 77.5 85.0 78.5
81.0 78.0 82.0 78.5 80.0 77.0 80.0 78.5 80.5
77.0 79.5 78.0 81.5 78.0 80.0 78.0 80.5 78.0
82.0 78.5 81.0 77.5 81.0
AVERAGE POWER = 79.8DB STANDARD DEVIATION = 4.7
GRAPHED DATA ISt NORMALIZED POWER VS. POINTS AT THAT POWER













































STANDARD DEVIATION = 0,.68





f;-3mLf:--5. oor.t30 uhjt5 jhlh.
'^-^mLr--5. acf>33 uhjt3 jhlh.
Q15TRJBUTJQH RUN55 ROLLDS PlTCHOu




VARIATIONS RUN55 R0LL06 PITCHOO
COURSE 090 E&M DIR. 149 DIST 10.94
VARIATIONS
3.0 -2.0 1.5 -2.5 3.0 -1.0 3.5 -6.5 4.5 -5.0
6. 5 -5.5 5.5 -6.0 3.5 -3.5 3.0 -3.5 3.0 -1.0
1.0 -2.5 2.5 -1.5 1.0 -2.5 3.5 -3.0 2.5 -2.0
5.5 -4.5 3.5 -5.5 4.5 -4.5 3.5 -4.0 3.5 -2.0
2.5 -4.3 4.0 -2.5 1.0 -1.0 1.5 -1.5 1.5 -1.0
1.0 -3.0 6.0 -5.0 3.0 -4. 8.0 -7.0 1.0 -1.0
4.5 -5.0 8.5 -7.5 1.5 -2.0 3.0 -3.5 4.0 -3.5
3.0 -3.0 2.0 -2.0 9.0 -9.0 2.0 -2.5 7.5 -6.5
2.5 -3.0 4.0 -3.5 1.5 -3.0 3.0 -1.5 2.0 -3.5
2. 5 -1.5 3.5 -3.5 2.0 -2.0 2.5 -2.5 4.0 -3.5
2.5 -3.5
AVE. VARIATION = -O.ODB STANDARD DEVIATION = 15.2
GRAPHED DATA IS, VARIATIONS VS. POINTS AT THAT VALUE







































NEGATIVE VALUES MEAN = -3.41
POSITIVE VALUES MEAN = 3.38
NEGATIVE VARIANCE = 3.36
POSITIVE VARIANCE = 3.75
NEGATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = 1.83
POSITIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = 1.94
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f;-3LRLr--5. DOCf-Ol] UHjr^ JHLH.
mRjnTJQNS RUN55 RaiLDS P.ITCHOD
CnURSE 030 F^M Q.IR. 143 DJ5T 10- 3=^
106

VARIATIONS RUN55 R0LL06 PITCHOO
COURSE 090 E&M DIR. 149 DIST 10.94
PEAK TO PEAK POWER
(ABSOLUTE VALUE, DB)
PROBABILITY VARIATION WILL
























































































































































































































AVERAGE VALUE * 2.43 D3
108

DISTRIBUTION RUN56 R0LLI4 PITCHOJ
COURSE 160 E&M DIR. 150 DIST 9,21
DATA POINTS
78.5 80.0 79.0 79.5 78.5 81.0 77.0 78.5 77.5
79.0 77.0 82.0 79.0 83.0 80.5 78.0 81.0 77.5
82.5 79.0 79.5 78.5 81.0 79.0 81.0 80.0 80.5
80.0 80.5 79.5 82.0 79.5 80.5 79.5 80.0 79.5
82.0 79.0 82.0 79.0 83.5 81.5 82.5 78.0 83.0
80.0 81.0 80.5 81.5 80.5 82.0 79.0 82.5 79.0
81.5 78.5 82.5 79.0 84.0 78.0 83.0 79.5 82.0
79.0 85.5 81.0 82.0 80.0 81.5 79.0 84.0 79.0
84.0 80.5 82.5 79.5 84.5 80.0 83.5 78. 5 83.0
79. J 83.0 80.0 87.0 79. 83.5 81.0 82.0 79.0
83.5 79.5 82.0 81.5 82. 5 80.0 84.0 80.5 84.5
82.5 83.5 81.0 83.0 79.5 83.5 79.0 84.0 78.5
84.0 79.5 80.0 79.0 82. 81.5 82.0 80.0 78.5
85.0 79.0 83.0 81.5 82.0 78.0 85.5 80.0 81.0
79.0 85.5 77.5 81.0 80.5 83.0 78.5 82.5 80.0
83.5 80.5 81.5 80.0 81.0 80.0 80.5 79.5 81.5
78.5 84.0 77.5 82.5 79.0 83.0 79.5 80.5 78.5
80. 5 82.5 78.0 82.0 78.0 80.5 76.0 81.0 76.5
78.0 80.0 76.5 79.5
AVERAGE POWER = 80.7DB STANDARD DEVIATION = 4.3
GRAPHED DATA IS, NORMALIZED POWER VS. POINTS AT THAT POWER































NEGATIVE VALUES MEAN -1.55
POSITIVE VALUES MEAN 1.92
NEGATIVE VARIANCE 1.07
POSITIVE VARIANCE 1.71
NEGATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = 1.03





















K-SCRLE'-'-b". OQE+aa UNITS IHCH-
'i'-smL[----5.oo[-;+aa units jhch.
DISTRIBUTIOH RUH56 RaLLi4 PITCHOQ
COURSE 160 Ean Q]R.. 150 DI5T 9.21
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VARIATIONS RUN56 R0LL14 PITCHOO
COURSE 160 E&M DIR. 150 DIST 9.21
VARIATIONS
1.5 -1.0 0.5 -1.0 2.5 -4. 1.5 -1.0 1.5 -2.0
5.0 -3.0 4.0 -2.5 -2.5 3.0 -3.5 '5.0 -3.5 0.5
1.0 2.5 -2.0 2.3 -1.0 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -1.0 2.5
2.5 1.0 -1.0 0.5 -0.5 2. 5 -3.0 3.0 -3.0 4.5
2.0 1.0 -4.5 5.0 -3.0 1.0 -0.5 1.0 -1.0 1.5
3.0 3.5 -3.5 2. 5 -3. 4. -3.5 5.0 -6.0 5.0
3.5 2.5 -3.0 6.5 -4.5 1.0 -2.0 1.5 -2.5 5.0
5.0 5.0 -3.5 2.0 -3.0 5.0 -4.5 3.5 -5.0 4.5
4.0 4.0 -3.0 7.0 -8.0 4.5 -2.5 1.0 -3.0 4.5
4.0 2.5 -0.5 1.0 -2.5 4.0 -3.5 4.0 -2.0 1.0
2.5 2.0 -3.5 4.0 -4.5 5.0 -5.5 5.5 -4.5 0.5
1.0 3.0 -0.5 0.5 -2.0 -1. 5 6.5 -6.0 4.0 -1.5
0.5 -4.0 7.5 -5.5 1.0 -2.0 6.5 -8.0 3.5 -0.5
2.5 -4.5 4.0 -2.5 3.5 -3.0 1.0 -1.5 1.0 -1.0
0.5 -1.0 2.0 -3.0 5.5 -6.5 5.0 -3.5 4.0 -3.5
1.0 -2.0 2.0 2.0 -4.5 4.0 -4.0 2.5 -4.5 5.0
-4.5 1.5 2.0 -3.5
AVE. VARIATION = -O.ODB STANDARD DEVIATION = 12.0







































































NEGATIVE VALUES MEAN = -2.99
POSITIVE VALUES MEAN = 2.96
NEGATIVE VARIANCE = 2.80
POSITIVE VARIANCE = 3.41
NEGATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = 1.67





V-SCRLf:---2. GOE>00 UNITS INCH.
URRinTIONS RUN56 ROlL.±4 RITCHRO
COURSE 160 Fail niR., 150 DIST 9^21
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VARIATIONS RUN56 R0LL14 PITCHOO
COURSE 160 E&M DIR. 150 DIST 9.21
PEAK TO PEAK POWER
(ABSOLUTE VALUE, DB)
PROBABILITY VARIATION WILL




































LENGTH 9F ANTENNA « .95 METERS
HEIGHT SF ANTENNA s 18.2 METERS
PHI ar ANTENNA 000 DEGREES RELATIVE




PHI QF PL9T 298 DEGREES RELATIVE
THETA 9F F=L8T 089 DEGREES RELATIVE
SEA STATE 2
DIRECTION BF SEA 018 DEGREES RELATIVE
R9LL PITCH SIGNAL STRENC3TH
(DEGREES) (DEGREES ) (DB)
#9 .0 4.874
1. 7 lO 1«.450
2. 5 »0 1« 487
3, 2 lO 2«.803
3« 8 »0 3. 34b
^1 3 • 2* 842
hi 6 .0 2i 307
ki 9 lO 2. 045
4. 9 .0 1-.976
















"" {>9 • 5<.079
-ii 7 • 1..590
-2<.5 fO 1<.414
• 3..2 .0 2..589
*3.iS • 3<.325
• 4..3 tO 3<-046
*4,.6 • 2..554
"hi• 9 .0 2..264
"hi 9 .0 2..179
• if,r9 • 2<.264
• 4(.6 • 2..554
"h .3 .0 3<.046
-3.>8 .0 3<.325
-3 .2 • 2 .589
• 2 5 .0 1 .414
'1 i7 • 1 .590
••
.9 .0 5 .079
AVER/\GE VALUE ' 2. 65 D3
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DISTRIBUTION RUN57 ROLL05 P ITCHOO
COURSE 090 E&M DI R. 152 DI ST 7.48
DATA POINTS
78.0 78.0 78.5 76.5 78.5 76.5 77.5 76.5 78.0
77.0 76.0 78.0 76.5 78.0 76.0 78.0 76.0 79.0
75.5 79.5 76.0 79.5 76.0 79.0 76.5 77.5 76.5
78.0 76.0 77.0 76.5 79.0 76.0 77.5 76.0 77.0
76. 79.0 76.0 81.5 76.0 81.0 76.0 77.0 75.5
78.5 76.5 78.0 76.0 78.0 76.0 76.0 77.0 76.0
77.0 75.0 77.5 75.0 78.0 76.0 76.5 76.0 77.5
75.5 77.5 75.5 77.0 76.0 77.0 75.5 77.0 75.0
77.0 75.0 76.0 75.0 76.5 75.0 75.5 75.0 76.5
75. J 77.5 76.0 75.0 76.5 75.0 77.0 75.0 77.0
AVERAGE POWER = 76.8DB STANDARD DEVIATION = 1.8
GRAPHED DATA IS, NORMALIZED POWER VS. POINTS AT THAT POWER























NEGATIVE VALUES MEAN -0,.95
POSITIVE VALUES MEAN 1..19
NEGATIVE VARIANCE = 0,.29
POSITIVE VARIANCE = 1,.13
NEGATIVE STANDARD DEVIATICN = 0,.54










J ... _c \ ^
iJJ IJI i:: )ji
'^-5mLE;.--5. ?f!f.+n3 unjt^ jnch.
Q.15TRJBUTjaH RUNS? RQLLOS P.lTCHuD
CQURSt 030 Fc^M GIR, iS2 DJST 7^4^
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VARIAT IONS RUN57 R0LL05 PITCHOO
COURSE 09 E&M DI R,. 152 DIST 7.48
VARIATIONS
0. 0.5 -2.0 2.0 -2.0 1. -1.0 1.5 -1.0 -1.0
2.0 -1.5 1.5 -2.0 2.0 - 2.0 3.0 -3.5 4.0 -3.5
3.5 -3.5 3.0 '2.5 1.0 -1.0 1.5 -2.0 1.0 -0.5
2.5 -3.0 1.5 -1.5 1.0 --1.0 3.0 -3.0 5.5 -5.5
5.0 -5.0 1.0 -1.5 3.0 --2. 1.5 -2.0 2.0 -2.0
0.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -2.0 2.5 -2.5 3.0 -2.3 3.5
0.5 1.5 -2.0 2.0 -2. 1. 5 -1.0 1.0 -1.5 1.5
-2.0 2.0 -2.0 1.0 -1.0 1.5 -1.5 0.5 -0.5 1.5
-1.5 2.5 -1.5 -1.0 1.5 -1.5 2.0 -2.0
AVE. VARIATION = -O.ODB STANDARD DEVIATION = 4.8
GRAPHED DATA IS, VARIATIONS VS. POINTS AT THAT VALUE



























NEGATIVE VALUES MEAN = -1.92
POSITIVE VALUES MEAN = 1.94
NEGATIVE VARIANCE = 1.12
POSITIVE VARIANCE = 1.26
NEGATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = 1.06














rJ I L A
• iJJ iji i tU J » # \u J)
';-3r,nLr--.s. nDf;v3s UHjr^ jnch.
URRinUHHS RUN57 RHlLDS PITCMOD






E&M DIR. 152 DIST 7.48
PEAK TO PEAK POWER
(ABSOLUTE VALUE, DB)
PROBABILITY VARIAT'ION WILL


















































































































































































































COURSE 090 E&M DIR. 152 DIST 7.48
DATA POINTS
81.0 76.0 81.0 76.0 79.0 76.0 77.0 76.0 77.5
76. J 78.5 75.5 77.0 76.0 78.0 76.5 77.5 76.5
78.0 76.5 78.5 76.0 79.5 76.0 77.0 76.0 79.5
75.0 79.0 76.0 78.0 76.3 78.5 76.5 78.0 76.0
77.5 77.0 78.0 76.0 77.0 76.0 78.5 76.0 78.5
77.0 78.0 76.5
AVERAGE POWER = 77. 2DB STANDARD DEVIATION = 1.9
GRAPHED DATA IS, NORMALIZED POWER VS. POINTS AT THAT POWER



















NEGATIVE VALUES MEAN -0,.98
POSITIVE VALUES MEAN 1..37
NEGATIVE VARIANCE = 0..25
POSITIVE VARIANC/ E = 1,.02
NEGATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = 0,,50















-i]:< 3 J o r,2 as4
'^-SCRL[---=&".DDE+OD UHJTS JHCH.
DISTRIBLJTIGH RUH5?RRaLL05 PITCHOO




COURSE 090 E&M DIR. 152 DIST 7.48
VARIATIONS
5.0 5.0 -5.0 3.0 -3.0 1.0 -1.0 1.5 -1.5 2.5
•3.0 1.5 -1.0 2.0 -1.5 1.0 -1.0 1.5 -1.5 2.0
•2.5 3.5 -3.5 1.0 -1.0 3.5 -4.5 4.0 -3.0 2.0
•2.0 2.5 -2.0 1.5 -2.0 1.5 -0.5 1.0 -2.0 1.0
•1.0 2.5 -2.5 2.5 -1.5 1.0
AVE. VARIATION = -O.IDB STANDARD DEVIATION = 6.2
GRAPHED DATA IS, VARIATIONS VS. POINTS AT THAT VALUE























NEGATIVE VALUES MEAN = -2.24
POSITIVE VALUES MEAN = 2.11
NEGATIVE VARIANCE = 1.68
POSITIVE VARIANCE = 1.20
NEGATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = 1.30
POSITIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = 1.10
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K~.-r'-Lr -2^ DGP>D3 UNJT5 JNCH^
1^
UnRJRT]QN5 RUN57RRaLL05 R]TCHOO




COURSE 090 E&M DIR. 152 DIST 7.48
PEAK TO PEAK POWER
(ABSOLUTE VALUE, DB)
PROBABILITY VARIATION WILL







































































































































































AVERAGE VALUE = 2.39 D3
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DISTRIBUTION RUN58 R0LL08 PITCHOO





























AVERAGE POWER = 76.4DB STANDARD DEVIATION = 1.2
GRAPHED DATA IS, NORMALIZED POWER VS. POINTS AT THAT POWER
















NEGATIVE VALUES MEAN -0,,92
POSITIVE VALUES MEAN 0,.99
NEGATI V£ VARIANCE = 0.,11
POSITIVE VARIANCE = 0,,39
NEGATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = 0..33















':'-3r,nLf:--Q. o3L+go UHjrj jhlh.
Dl^TRJBUTJQH RUNSQ RaLLDQ PJTCHDO





RUN58 ROLL 08 PITCHOO











2.5 -2.5 2.5 -2.0






AVE. VARIATION = O.ODB STANDARD DEVIATION = 4.4
GRAPHED DATA IS, VARIATIONS VS. POINTS AT THAT VALUE















NEGATIVE VALUES MEAN -2..00
POSITIVE VALUES MEAN 1..92
NEGATIVE VARIANCE = 0,.45
POSITIVE VARIANCE = 0..41
NEGATIVE STANDARD DEVIAT ION = .67











i=;-3mLt: ---2. oofj 00 UHjr^ jnch.
f-3r,RLf.---J- OOl + OO uhjtj jnlh.
URRJRTJQHS RUN5Q RaLLDQ PITCHDD






EGM DIR. 152 DIST 7.48
PEAK TO PEAK POWER
(ABSOLUTE VALUE, DB)
PROBABILITY VARIATION WILL










































































































































































































76.5 74.5 77.0 74.5 76.5 75.0 75.5 75.0 75.5
75.0 76.0 74.5 76.0 75.5 76.0 75.0 75.5 75.0
76.5 76.0 75.0 77.0 75.0 77.0 75.5
AVERAGE POWER = 75.6DB STANDARD DEVIATION = 0.6
GRAPHED DATA IS, NORMALIZED POWER VS. POINTS AT THAT POWER




























































/ nCIr- \3r 1
SGRLF---1. QDE-fQC UHJT5 IHCH-
DISTRIBUTIQN RUNSS RQLLGS PITCHOQ











2.0 -1.5 0.5 -0.5
0.5 -1.0 0.5 -0.5
0.5 -0.5 1.0
1.5 -0.5 -1.0
AVE. VARIATION = O.ODB STANDARD DEVIATION = 2.1
GRAPHED DATA IS, VARIATIONS VS. POINTS AT THAT VALUE















NEGATIVE VALUES MEAN -1,.17
POSITIVE VALUES McfAN 1,.32
NEGATIVE VARIANCE = 0,.52
POSITIVE VARIANCE = 0..56
NEGATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = 0..72
















. . . r. 1 \
n •;;i j;: j;:
K-5CRLf.--3. OOf.t-00 UNjrj JNCH.
^-JCRLF. J. OOf.fOO UNjrj .INCH.
URRJRrjGNS RUN55 RaLLD5 PITCHOO
cauRjt" 090 nh dir. 152 d,i5t 7,49
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VARIATIONS RUN59 ROLL05 PITCHOO
COURSE 090 EGM DIR. 152 DIST 7.48
PEAK TO PEAK POWER
(ABSOLUTE VALUE, DB)
PROBABILITY VARIATION WILL
















LENGTH 8F ANTENNA s .95 METERS
HEIGHT QF ANTENNA " 18.2 METERS
PHI er ANTENNA 000 DEGREES RELATIVE




PHI QF PL9T 208 DEGREES RELATIVE
THETA eF F=L9T 089 DEGREES RELATIVE
SEA STATE s 2
DIRECTI9N 9F SEA 8 030 DEGREES RELATIVE
ReLL PITCH SIGNAL STRENGTH
(DEGREES) (DEGREES) (DB)
l.M • 8 2.162
2< 7 1<>6 1*.939
hi.0 2* 4 3*.240
5..1 3. 1 1«.903
6..1 3t 7 2«.335
6«.9 4<»2 2i.892
7. 5 4..5 2«.657




6, 9 4..2 2..892
6..1 3..7 2<.335
5,.1 3.p1 1 .903
h..0 2..4 3..240
2.,7 1..6 1'.939
1^ 4 i 8 2'.162
-1«>4 • <• 8 2<.350
-?.i7 -1«.6 1..784
-4(.0 -2.>4 3 .322
•»5<
.1 -3<»1 2 .042
-6,»1 -3..7 2<.148
• 6 .9 -4..2 2 .808
-7.»5 -4..5 2..827
"7 .9 -4..7 2 .607
m&..0 -4. 8 2 .517
w7
.9 ^4.»7 2 .607
^7 »5 -4..5 2 827
-6
• 9 ^4. 2 2 .808
«6 (• 1 -3..7 2 .148
-5.•I -3. 1 2 .042 , .
• if
-2.i4 3<.322
• 2 »7 -1..6 1 .784
M«i4 " <.8 2 .350
AVER/\GE VALUE ' 2.^*6 D3
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DISTRIBUTION RUN60 ROLL08 PITCH06
COURSE 000 EL>\ DI R. 152 DIST 7.48
DATA POINTS
77.5 76.5 77.0 75.5 79.0 76.0 78.0 76.5 79.0
76. 78.5 76.0 79.0 76.0 78.5 76.0 79.0 76.0
77.5 75.0 79.5 76.0 77.5 75.5 79.0 76.0 78.0
75.0 79.5 76.5 78.0 75.5 77.0 76.0 79.0 75.0
78. 75.0 76.5 76. 77.5 79.0 75.5 77.5 76.0
76.5 77.0 75.5 77.5 75.5 77.0 76.0 77.0 75.5
78.5 76.0 77.0 75.5 76.5 75.5 76.5 75.0 76.5
75.5 77.0 78.0 76.0 75.5 77.0 76.0 76.5 75.0
76.5 76.5 76.0 77.5 75.5 77.0 75.5 77.0 74.5
77.5 75.0 76.0 74.5 76.0 74.5 76.5 74.0 75.0
AVERAGE POWER = 76.6DB STANDARD DEVIATION = 1.7
GRAPHED DATA IS, NORMALIZED POWER VS. POINTS AT THAT POWER















NEGATIVE VALUES MEAN -0..86
POSITIVE VALUES MEAN 1,.35
NEGATIVE VARIANCE = 0<,39
POSITIVE VARIANCE = 0,.71
NEGATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = 0..62









D15TRJBUTJaN nUNBO RQlLDQ P]TCHD6



































































































AVE. VARIATION = -O.ODB STANDARD DEVIATION = 4.7





















































































URRJRTjaNS RUN6 ROLL 9 PITCH 06






ELM DIR. 152 DIST 7.48
PEAK TO PEAK POWER
(ABSOLUTE VALUE, DB)
PROBABILITY VARIATION WILL








































































































































































AVERAGE VALUE ' 2.65 DB
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DISTRIBUTION RUN61 R0LL05 PITCHOO
COURSE 090 E&M DIR. 152 DIST 7.48
DATA POINTS
76.0 75.0 76.0 74.0 75.3 74.5 76.5 75.3 76.3
74.0 75.0 74.0 76.5 74.5 76.0 74.0 75.0 76.5
74.5 76.5 74.0 76.0 74.5 75.5 74.0 76.0 74.0
75. J 74.0 75.0 74.0 75.3 74.3 75.5 74.3 75.5
74.5 75.5 74.5 75.0 73.5 75.0 74.0 75.0 74.0
75.0 74.0 75.0 74.0 75.0 74.0 75.0 74.0 75.0
74. J 75.3 74.0 7 3.0 74.0
AVERAGE POWER = 74.8DB STANDARD DEVIATION = 0.7
GRAPHED DATA IS, NORMALIZED POWER VS. POINTS AT THAT POWER











NEGATIVE VALUES MEAN ~ -3.73
POSITIVE VALUES MEAN = 0.66
NEGATIVE VARIANCE = 0.10
POSITIVE VARI AiJC c = 3.32
NEGATIVE STANDAP DEVIATI CN = 0.-?l




















!<;-SLRLE---2. DQE+aD UHJT5 JHCH.
'^-SCRLt-.-b". OD[- + aa UHJT5 INCH.
DISTRIBLiTIGH RUN6i RQLLOS PJTCHOQ
COURSE OSG EaM Q.1R. 152 DIST ?.43
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VARIATIONS RUN61 R0LL05 PITCHOO
COURSE 090 E&M DIR. 152 DIST 7.48
VARIATIONS
1.0 1.0 -2.0 1.0 -0.5 2.0 -1.5 1.0 -2.0 1.0
1.0 2.5 -2.0 1.5 -2.0 1.0 1.5 -2.0 2.0 -2.5
2.0 -1.5 1.0 -1.5 2.0 -2. 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0
1.0 -1.0 1.5 -1.5 1.5 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 0.5 -1.5
1.5 -1.0 1. J -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0
1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 -1.0
AVE. VARIATION = -O.IDB STANDARD DEVIATION = 1.9
GRAPHED DATA IS, VARIATIONS VS. POINTS AT THAT VALUE















NEGATIVE VALUES MEAN -1 .33
POSITIVE VALUES MEAN 1 .27
NEGATIVE VARIANCE = .24
POSITIVE VARIANCE = .21
NEGATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = .49


















UflRinTIONS RUN61 ROLLOS PITCHOO






















r-SCRLF. •5. GGE>00 UNITS INCH..
URRIRTIONS RUN61 ROLLOS PITCHQO
COURSE 090 E&h DIR.. 152 GIST 7., 48
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VARIATIONS RUN61 R0LL05 PITCHOO
COURSE 090 ESM DI R. 152 DIST 7.48
PEAK TO PEAK POWER
(ABSOLUTE VALUE, DB)
PROBABILITY VARIATION WILL








































































































































































































DISTRIBUTION RUN62 R0LL15 PITCHOO
COURSE 160 EU^ DIR. 150 OIST 6.20
DATA POINTS
74.5 75.5 73.5 75.0 73.5 74.0 75.0 72.5 :'4.5
73.5 74.0 74.5 74.0 74.5 73.5 75.0 73.5 74.0
73.5 74.5 73.5 75.0 73.5 77.5 76.5 78.0 73.5
75.0 74.0 74.5 74.0
AVERAGE POWER = 74.5DB STANDARD DEVIATION = 1.3
GRAPHED DATA ISi NORMALIZED POWER VS. POINTS AT THAT POWER




















NEGATIVE VALUES MEAN -0.78
POSITIVE VALUES MEAN 0.83
NEGATIVE VARIANCE 0.06
POSITIVE VARIANCE 1.28
NEGATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = 0.25















in ; ;i );;
f;-3 CRL r. -2 . P s r. t- D un j rj j hm
.
'^-3CPLf
--2. [ItJC + aC W1J5 JNCH.
D15TRiBUTJaN RUN62 RQLLiS





VARIATIONS RUN62 R0LL15 PITCHOO
COURSE 160 E&M DIR. 150 DIST 6.30
VARIATIONS
1.0 -2.0 1.5 -1.5 0.5 1.0 -1.5 1.0 -1.0 0.5
0.5 -0.5 0.5 -1.0 1.5 -1.5 0.5 -0.5 1.0 -1.0
1.5 -1.5 4.0 -1.0 1.5 -4.5 1.5 -1.0 0.5
AVE. VARIATION = -O.ODB STANDARD DEVIATION = 2.6
GRAPHED DATA IS, VARIATIONS VS. POINTS AT THAT VALUE























NEGATIVE VALUES MEAN -1 .42
POSITIVE VALUES MEAN 1 .16
NEGATIVE VARIANCE = 1 .04
POSITIVE VARIANCE = .76
NEGATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = 1 .02


















f;'-3r,RLf:---2. ootf-ao unjt^ jhilh.
mRJRTJQNS RUN52 RQLLJS PITCHDD






E&M DIR. 150 DIST 6.30
PEAK TO PEAK POWER
(ABSOLUTE VALUE, DB)
PROBABILITY VARIATION WILL











































































































































































AVERAGE VALUE = 2.66 D3
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DISTRIBUTION RUN66 R0LL05 PITCHOO
COURSE 090 ECM DIR. 144 DIST 4,17
DATA POINTS
72.5 73.5 73.0 73.5 73.0 77.5 73.5 74.0 72.5
72.0 74.0 74.5 72.0 75.0 72.5 74.5 72.5 75.0
72.5 74.5 72.5 74.0 72.3 74.5 72.0 74.0 72.0
75.0 72.5 74.0 72.5 74.5 73.0 75.0 72. 75.0
72.0 73.5 72.0 74.5 73.5 74.5 73.0 73.5 73.0
75.5 72. J 76.0 73.0 76.5 72.5 73.5 72.5 73.5
72.5 74.5 73.0 74.0 72.5 73.0 72.0 74.0 73.0
74.5 73.0 75.0 73.0 74.5 73.5 74.0 73.5 74.0
73.0 75.0 73.0 75.5 74.5 76.0
AVERAGE POWER = 73.6DB STANDARD DEVIATION = 1.4
GRAPHED DATA IS, NORMALLZED POWER VS. POINTS AT THAT POWER





























STANDARD DEVIATION = 0.,54
STANDARD DEVIATION = 0,.81
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-JJ i :^2 o:i
r<-SCRLe'-2.00E"+00 UNITS INCH.
y-3f:RLE;--2.oof"+oo units inch,
DISTRIBUTION RUN66 R0lL05 PITCHOO
CGURSF 090 E&I1 OIR. L44 DIST 4.17
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I* VARIATIONS RUN66 ROLL05 PITCHOO








































































AVE. VARIATION = O.ODB STANDARD DEVIATION = 4.2

























































































iJRRIfiTIONS RUN66 ROlLOS PITCHOO







E&M DIR. 144 DIST 4.17
PFAK TO PEAK POWER
(ABSOLUTE VALUE, OB)
PROBABILITY VARIATION WILL









































































































































































































AVERAGE VALUE » 2,67 D3
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DISTRIBUTION RUN67 R0LL05 PITCHOO
COURSE 180 E£1M DIR. 144 DIST 4.17
DATA POINTS
75.0 73.5 74.0 73.0 74.5 73.0 74.5 74.0 74.5
72.5 74.0 73.0 74.0 73.0 74.0 72.5 74.0 72.5
73.5 73.0 73.5 72.5 74.0 73.5 74.5 73.0 74.0
73.0 74.5 73.0 74.0 73.0 74.0 73.0 74.0 73.0
74.0 73.0 74.0 73.0 74.5 73.5 72.5 73.5 73.5
72.5 73.3 72.5 73.0 72.5 73.0 72.5 73.0 72.5
74.0 72.5 73.5 72.5 73.5 72.5 73.5 73.0 74.0
73.0 74.0 72.5 73.5 73.0 74.0 72.5
AVERAGE POWER = 73,4DB STANDARD DEVIATION = 0.5
GRAPHED DATA IS, NORMALIZED POWER VS. POINTS AT THAT POWER





















STANDARD DEVIATION = 0.25












;;-i ; ; 1 n );
K-3mL[;--2. a3t>a3 uhu5 jhlh-
D]5TRJBUTjaN RUN67 RaLLDS PJ




VARIATIONS RUN67 R0LL05 PITCHOO
COURSE 183 E&M DIR. 144 DIST 4.17
VARIATIONS
1.5 0.5 -1.0 1.5 -1.5 1.5 -0.5 0.5 -2.0 1.5
1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1. 5 1.5 -1.5 1.0 -0.5 0.5
1.0 1.5 -0.5 1.0 -1.5 1.0 -1.0 1.5 -1.5 1.0
1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.5
1.0 -1.0 1.0 0.0 -1.0 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 0.5
0.5 0.5 -0.5 1.5 -1.5 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0
0. 5 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.5 1.0 -0.5 1.0
AVE. VARIATION = -O.ODB STANDARD DEVIATION = 1.2
GRAPHED DATA IS, VARIATIONS VS. POINTS AT THAT VALUE











NEGATIVE VALUES MEAN = -1.01
POSITIVE VALUES MEAN = 1.02
NEGATIVE VARIANCE = 0.16
POSITIVE VARIANCE = 0.12
NEGATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = 0.40















i n ;;i );:
(^-3 r.RL r. --2 . .n 3 f. -^ a uh j rj j n lh .
URRJRTJaHS RUN57 RQlLOS PJTCHOD-
cauRst 190 \:m q.ir^ i^4 d.ist 4^i7
166

VARIATIONS RUN67 R0LL05 PITCHOO
COURSE 180 E&M DIR. 144 DIST 4.17
PEAK TO PEAK POWER
(ABSOLUTE VALUE , DB)
PROBABILITY VARIATION WILL













C COMPUTER GRAPHICS SOLUTION OF ANTENNA PATTERNS
C DIMENSION PROBLEM AND SET UP GRAPHICS









COMPLEX FIFAWFAC,HFACtADA,ADAlt ADA2,GRAL, YtARGl
COMPLEX SICI tWI tW2 ,k^3,W4,W5
DIMENSION ITDIR(45) , I GDIR ( 6) , I PAR ( 44) ,PATRN(362) ,
1NW(44) tLN(44)t IP(44), IF0{44) tXl(50), Yl( 50) ,X2(90) »
1Y3(360) ,IMD(362) ,Z(2) , I SAW (92) ,ISAVH{362) ,ITRY(50),
1IM(50) tY2(90), X3(360) ,VPAT(92) ,MC(44)
DIMENSION G(2t360) t FAC(450)
DIMENSION X{ 500) ,Y( 500)
C PARAMETER FORMAT PROCESSOR
DATA MC/4,4,4,4t4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4»4t4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,
14,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4t4t4T4»4/




11,1, 1,1, 1,1, 1,1, 1,1, 1,1, 1,1, 1,1, 1,1, 1,1, 1,1/
DATA IP/ 1,1,1, 1,1,1,1,1,1,1, 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,
11, 1,1, 1,1, 1,1, 1,1, 1,1, 1,1, 1,1, 1,1, 1,1, 1,1,1/
DATA( IPAR( I) , I =2,44,2) /22*77777777B/
ISIZE=6
NAMELIST IDEV,IER









ASSIGN 1 TO IFO(l)
ASSIGN 2 TO IF0(2)
ASSIGN 3 TO IF0(3)
ASSIGN 4 TO IF0(4)
ASSIGN 5 TO 1^015)
ASSI GN 6 TO IF0(6)
ASSIGN 7 TO 1-0(7)
ASSIGN 8 TO IFO( 8)
ASSIGN 9 TO IF0(9)
ASSIGN 10 TO IFO(IO)
ASSIGN 11 TO IFD(ll)
ASSIGN 12 TO IF0(12)
ASSIGN 13 TO IFC(13)
ASSIGN 14 TO IF0(14)
ASSIGN 15 TO IF0(15)
ASSIGN 16 TO IF0{16)
ASSIGN 17 TO IF0(17)
ASSIGN 18 TO IF0(18)
ASSI GN 19 TO IF0( 19)
ASSIGN 20 TO IFu(20)
ASSIGN Z] TO IFD(2J )
ASSIGN ZZ TO IF0(22)
ASSIGN 123 TO IF0(23)
ASSIGN 125 TO IFO( 25)
ASSIGN 127 TO IFC(27)
ASSIGN 129 TO IF0(29)
ASSIGN 131 TO IF0(31)
ASSIGN 133 TO IF0(33)
ASSIGN 135 TO IFO(35)
ASSIGN 137 TO IF0(37)
ASSIGN 139 TO IF0(39)
ASSIG^J 141 TO IF0(41)


























































































































































IFG!I ),IPAR! I ))
1=1,50


































DE V,IPAR!I ) ,NW!I ) ,LN!I
OJTPUT! 101) lER, 'TBLK*,
I J ) , 8) .EQ. 0) GO TO 53
DEV, IPAR! I ),NW! I ) ,LN!I
OUTPUT!101)IER,' IPAR'
,
, IP! I ),1,3,IER)
PROCESSOR
,IP!I ) ,1,3,IER)




























DECODE (4,9 5, 1 PAR (12) )F
DECODE (4,96, IPAR(14) )EPSLN
DECODE (4,9 7, I PAR (16) )S IGMA
DECODE (4,101, IPAR( 18) )M
DECODE (4,101, IPAR(20) )KAY
DECODE (4, 101, I PAR (22) ) PAR
OECODEC 4,101, I PARC 24) ) ISTRH
DECODE (4, 101, I PAR (26)) ISTRV
DECODE (4, 10 1,1 PAR (2 8)) IRCAL
HT=0,00
DECODE (4, 98, 1 PAR (3 0) )TUNA
DECODE (4, 101, IPAR(32) ) ITEM
ALPH=ITEM
DECODE (4, 101, IPAR(36) ) ISEA
DECODE (4, 101, I PARC 3 8) ) ICRS
IFCHT, EQ.Cl .))SIGMA=SIGMA-.l
IF(HT. EQ.(2. ) ) SIGMA=SIGMA=^.01
IFCPAR.EQ. DGO TO 170
IF(HT.GT.75.0)L=L+100.0
IF(HT.GT.85.0) L=L+2 00.0
CALL DGINITC IDEV, IGDIR,ISIZE,IER)
DECODEC J,101,I PARCB) ) I IP
DECODE( J,101,IPAR(10)) I IT
9000 WRITE(6,9001)
9001 FORMATdHl ,24X,' ANTENNA SIMULATION*,/)
9100 WRITE(6,9101) L
9101 F0RMAT(16X, 'LENGTH OF ANTENNA • , 7X, •= ' , F 6. 2 , ' METERS')
WRITE(6,9111)H
9111 FORMAT( loX.'HIGHT OF ANTENNA ', 8X, • = ', F6. 1 , • METERS')
fc IIP=IIP+1000
F WRITE(6,9121)IIP
9121 FORMAT( 16X, 'PHI CF ANTENNA • , lOX, • = • , 3X , I 3
,
1' DEGREES RELATIVE' )
IIT=IIT+1000
i WRITE(6, 9131)1 IT
r 9131 F0RMAT(16X,'THETA OF ANT ENNA' , 8X , • =• , 3X , 13
,
1' DEGREES RELATIVE' )
WRITE(6,9141 ) F
9141 FORMAT( 16X, 'FREQUENCY' ,15X,' =• fF6.1, ' MHZ')
WRITE(6,9151)EPSLN
9151 FORMAT (16X,« EPS I LON • , 17X , • = • , F6. 1
)
WRITE( 6,9161)SIGMA
9161 FORMAT (16X, 'SI GMA« ,19X, •=• ,F6.1)
M=M+1000
WRITE(6,9171)*1










9181 FORMAT( 16X, 'THETA OF PLOT' , IIX , • =• ,3X , I 3
,
1' DEGREES RELATIVE' )
KAY=KAY-1000
WRITE{6,9191)ISEA
9191 F0RMAT(16X, • SEA STATE' ,15X, •=», 16)
ICRS=ICRS+1000
WRITE(6,9201)ICRS
9201 F0RMAT(16X,' DI RECTION OF S EA' , 8X , » = « , 3X , 13







18X, 'ROLL' ,10X, 'PITCH' ,6X,
I'SIGNAL STRENGTH* )
WRITE(6,9213)
9213 FORMAT (16X, • ( DEGRE E S) ' , 5X,
•




IF(PAR.EQ.l )G0 TO 170
C PATTERN MANLfAL ENTRY PROCESSOR
DO 151 1=1, 50
151 IMD(I)=IM(I)












153 ITRY(I}=IPACK(X1(I ) ,Y1 ( I ) , IMD( I )
)
CALL GRAPHRC IDEV,ITRY,50,1,IER)
IF{ I ER.NE.O) OUTPUT ( 101) IER,«GBLK1«
154 IF(MOD{ IGDIRd ) ,8) .EQ.O)GD TO 154
CALL GRAPHI (IDEV,ITRY,1,IER)
IF( I ER.NE.O ) OUTPUT { 101)1 ER, 'I GBLK»
DO 155 1=1 ,50
CALL UNPACKdTRYCI ) , XI ( I ) , Yl ( I) , I MD( I) )
155 IM(I)=IMD(I)
C ENVORONMENTAL CONSTANTS PROCESSOR
PHIPR=PHlPR^-i=(3.14159265/180)
THEPR=TH£PR*(3.14i59265/180)
ALPH=( 3. 141592 65/1 3 J) '-^-ALPH
ALPCM=( 3.14159 26 5/2. 0)-ALPH
DLPRI=(3.14159 265/2.0)'THEPR
F=F*1.0E 06
AOM E 0=2^^3. 141 592 65*F
ADA1=CMPLX(0 .0,1.2 6E-0 6*AOMEG)
































104 FORMAT (F12. 4)
C OBSERVATION ANGLE CONSTANTS PROCESSOR
DO 42 N=l, 2
IF(N.EQ.l) GO TO 71
IF(N.EQ.2) GO TO 72





GO TO 7 3





THETA= I* (3. 141 59265/180)
PHI=J*(3.14159265/180)
KOS = C0S(THETA) =i=COS( THE PR ) +SI N( THETA) *SI N (THEPR) *
ICOSCPHI-PHIPP)
SINSQ=1-{K0S'!=<'2)
WOSQ = ( 3. 141 592 65/ 180) 5^*2
IF{SINSQ.LT.WOSQ)S INSQ=WOSQ
FIFA = ( l-(( K/C2)^SIN{THETA) } =^=!^2 ) *=^0.5
KCOS=COS(THETA}



















C NORMALIZE AND MAX GAIN PROCESSOR
N=l
DO 43 J=l,2
IF(J.EQ.l) GO TO 75
IF{J.EQ.2) GO TO 76
75 DO 43 1=1,90
GO TO 77













9772 ENCGDE{4,96, IPAR{34) )ATEMP
CALL TEXTO( I DE V , I P AR( 34 ) , 1 , 34, 1 , 1, 3, I ER
)
IF( lER.NE. 0) OUTPUT (101) lER,' GAIN'





C PATTERN DISPLAY PROCESSOR
DO 44 1=1,360
PH 1=1* (3. 141 5926 5/ 180)
G(2, I)=G(2, I)/(N0RM=r-2.0)
X(I )=G(2,I )^C0S(PHI )









47 PATRN( I )=IPAC<(X(J ) ,Y( J)tIMD(J) )
PATRN(362)=0
IF(ISEA.GT.0)50 TO 3030
CALL GRAPHRC ID EV , P ATRN ,362, 2, I ER
}
IF( lER.NE. 0) OUTPUT (101) I ER,' GBLK'
60 IF(MOD( IGDIR(2),8) .EQ.O)GO TO 60
3011 CONTINUE
IF(ISTRH.EQ.l) GO TO 156
158 CONT INUE
















IF{ lER.NE.O) OUTPUT( lODIER, 'GBLKZ'
64 IF(M0D(IGDIR(3 ) ,8) .EQ.0)GO TO 64
3012 CONTINUE





: PATTERN SAVE PROCESSOR
156 CALL GRAPHI (IDEV,PATRN,2,IER)
IF(IER.NE.0)0UTPUT(101)IER,'GBLK2'
DO 157 1=1,360
157 CALL UNPACK(PATRN(I+1) ,X3(I) ,Y3{I) , IMDd ) J
GO TO 158
159 CALL GRAPHI (IDEV,VPAT, 3, lER)
IF(
I
ER.NE.O) OUTPUT (101) lER,' GBLK3'
DO 160 1=1,90
160 CALL UNPACK(VPAT(I+1),X2(I ),Y2( I), IMD( I)
)
GO TO 161







164 ISAVHd )=IPACK(X3( J) , Y3 ( J) , I MD ( J) )
ISAVH{362)=0
CALL GRAPHRIIDEV, ISAVH,362,4, I ER
)
IF( lER.NE.O)OUTPUT(lOl) I ER,' GBLK4»




167 ISAVV(I)=IPACK(X2( J),Y2( J),IMD(J))
ISAVV(92)=0
CALL GRAPHR( IDEV, I SAW, 92, 5, lER)
IF( ER.NE.O) OUTPUT (101) I ER,' GBLK5'
169 IF(MOD( IGDIR(5 ) , 8) .EQ.O)GO TO 169
GO TO 33












DO 173 1=1 ,360
TEMP=G( 2tl ) /NORM
IF(TEMP.LT.BLIM)TEMP=BLIM

















DLT2 = WAVE>^C0S( VARl )^TUNA














IF((SIND3.LT.W0SQ) . AND . ( SI ND3 .GE.0.0 ) )SIND3=W0SQ





IF( (DLTl.LT.O. 0) .AND. ( 0LT2 . GE. 0. ) ) DPHI P=-DPHIP
IF( (DLTl.LT.O.O) • AND. ( DLT2.LT. 0. 0) ) DPHI P=- ( P I-DPH I P
)





IF{JJJ.LT.37) GO TO 3010
WRITE(6,9555)AVE
9555 FORMAT( /,16X,« AVERAGE VALUE =»,F6.2,' DB')
GO TO 33
3020 TEMP=G(1 ,KAY)/RIN




9952 ENC0DE{4t96, IPAR(40) )SIGL
CALL TEXTOdDEV, IP AR(40 ) a t40 t 1 t 1 , 3, I ER)
IF( IER.NE.O)DUTPUT{ 101)1 ERt'SIGL*
Sir=10^SIGL
DLT1A=DLT1^( 13 0. /3. 141 59265
)
DLT2A=DLT2*( 180. /3. 141 59265)
IF(DLTlA.GT.(-.099) ) GO TO 9314
GO TO 9617
9314 IF(DLT1A.LT.( .099) ) GO TO 9217
GO TO 9617
9217 IF(DLT2A.GT.(-.099) ) GO TO 9227
GO TO 9617










3030 CALL GRAPHO( IDEVtPATRN, 362,2, lER)
IF( lER.ME.O)OUTPUT(lOl) I ER,'HPAT'
GO TO 30 11
3040 CALL GRAPH0(IDEV,VPAT,92,3, lER)
1F( IER.NE.0)0UTPUT( 101) lER,' VPAT'
GO TO 3012
; ARBITRARILY TILTED DIPOLE
100 DELTA=( 3. 14159265/2.-THETA)
S1=C0S(SIGHH-2*K*H*S IN (DELTA))






















IF (FCT. LT.W3SQ)ETHT1 = E PHI 1=0.0
IF{FCTR.LT.W0S0)ETHT2=EPHI2=0.0







IF( I.E0.2)DLPRI = SAVIT

































IF(TUN2.GT.(.001 ) ) GO TO 9955








9956 GO TO 2000
: VERTICAL HALF RHOMBIC
800 DELTA=(3. 14159265/2. 0)-THETA
COSDL=COS(OELTA)

















R2 = (CE1'!' tl.0-CE2)+Sl=*=S2)/FACK2
AI2=(CEl=i'S2-Sl*( 1. 0-CE2) )/FACK2
R3={l.G~CEl)*C0S(2*K*L*SINAC=i'SINDL)-( 1. 0-CE 1 ) *SI N( 2*K*
1L*SINAC*SINDL)
F1={AI3*^CE1-R3*S1J /FACKl
F2=IR3* CEl+A 13=^51) /FACKl
F3=(l. 0-CE2)/FACK2
F4=S2/FACK2
RB=R1+R2+CABS( R\/)^H ( F2+F3 ) =^UU3- ( F 1+F4) =f=UU4)
BI=AI1 + AI2-CA3S( RV)==( ( F2 + F3 ) =^ UU4+ { F1 + F4 ) =^UU3 )
RC=R2-R1 +CABS( RV)*( ( F2-F3) *UU3-l F 1-F4) =«=UU4 )
CC=AI2-AI1+CABS(RV)=^( ( F2-F3 ) *UU4+( F 1-F4) ^^UU3 )
RA=R1 + R2+CABS( RH ) '^ { ( F2 + F3 ) -UU1+ ( F1 + F4 ) *UU2 )
A1 =AI1+AI2 + CABS{RH)=^( ( F2 + F3) "UU2+( F1+F4 ) '^UUl
)
G(N,E) =a.l*( (RB-C0SAC'i=C0SPI=^SINDL+RC*SINAC*CGSDL)**2
1+(BI';^CDSAC*C0SPI-SINDL + CC=pSINAC==^C0SDL)'^'^2+ {RA=^C0SAC*
ISINPI )=i'*2+(Al^'C0SAC=^SINPI )**2)
GO TO 42














KOSl = SINDL*SnDP +CCSDL*CDSDP*COSM
























A=(K0S7*(C0SU1-1. ) /Ul-KOS8*(COSU2-l. ) /U2 ) +CABS ( RV ) *{
1(K0S6*(
1(C0SU4-1.)=!'S3^-SINU4*S4)/U4)-K0S5*( ( COS J3-1 . )*S 3+S INU3*
1S4J/U3)
B=(K0S8*SINU2/U2-KGS7*SINU1/U1)+CABS(RV)*( K0S5>i=( SI NUB*
1S3-(C0SU3-L.
1)*S4)/U3+K0S6=P( (C0SU4-1. ) * S4-SI NU4*S3 ) /U4)
C=SIN{PHI+ALPH)-{C0SU2-1.)/U2'SIN(PHI-ALPH)*(C0SU1-1.)
1/Ul
1+CABS(RH)*( ( SIN(PHI+ALPH)*(C0SU4-1.) /U4-SI N ( PHI-ALPH)
*
1(C0SU3-1 .)






1(C0SU4-1.) /U4-SIN{ PHI-ALPH) *(C0SU3-1.)/U3)*S2)
G(N, E) = 0.05=^(A-f^2 + B-*2+C0SDP'!'=i=2*(C*=i=2+D*=4'2) )
GO TC 42
C VERTICAL MONOPOLE
C VERTICAL MONOPOLE GAIN






A=CC S ( K* L* S I ND L ) -C S { K* L
)
B=SIN(K*L'!=SINDL)-SINDL'^SIN{K*L)
G(N,E) =(30.0/COSDL'i^"2)'^{ ( A*( 1 .+CV=^=S3 )+B*CV*S4)**2+




1200 CALL KOSINUS(( 4=<'K'^L) ,CC)
CIN2=AL0G(4*K*L)+.5 77-CC
CALL KOSINUS{ {2*K*L) ,CC)
CIN1=AL0G(2-K*L )+.5 77-CC
CALL SINUS ( {4^K^L) ,SC)
SIN2^1. 57078633^-SC
CALL SINUS ( (2=^K^.^L) , SO
SIN1=1. 57078633+SC





400 D£LTA=( 3. 14159265/2. )-THETA






















































































































































DLTZ1=( ADA/4*3. 14159265*01 )*(C EXP (ARGP2)*AKEX(-2*K
1*(R0+L) )+




14*CDS(K*L)*CEXP( ARGP)*AKEX(-K* (Rl+L) J)
WRITE(6, 1311)3LTZ1












1312 FORMATC •DLTZ2 = ' ,F12. 6)
CALL K0SINUS((4=i=K*L) ,CC)
CIN2=ALGG(4=^K=^L) + .5 77-CC
CALL KOSIMUS( ( 2*K=<^L) ,CCJ
CIN1=ALGG(2*K*L)+. 5 77-00
CALL SINUSC (4*K*L) ,SC)
SIN2=1. 57078633+ SO
CALL SINUS! {2'i=K*L) ,SC)
SIN1=1.57378633+S0





C SLOPING LONG WIRE
SLOPE LQNGWIRE









FCTl = 1.0-(SINDL=i^SINDP+00SDL*0DSDP*C0SPI )**2
F0T2 = 1.0-(COSnL=<^C0SDP'^COSPI-SINDL*SINDP)**2






SIGP = (SIN(K^L*(COSnL'^COSDP*OOSPI'SINDL*SINDPJ ) +




EPHI1=-COSDP=^SINPI'!^(CIG+OH*(CIGP*COS(S IGHH )-S IGP*S IN {
ISIGHH) ))






































100 GRAL=GRAL+( l.O-COS(XA) )/XA
GRAL=(GRAL+(1.0-C0S (X) )/2-X)=^DX



































RESIST=( ( ( SR1*CA1+SR2'!=CA2-FACR*CA)*SY)/TERM+(FACR-SR1-
180

1SR2)*SZ)*SIN(2*PI*(0.5*L/LMDA-ABS{ S) ) ) /S
FUNCTION REACT(S)
C REQUIRED FOR DIPOLE
COMPLEX ADA
REAL L,LMDA,K
COMMON /IN';P/ ZO,YO»L,DLPRI ,LMDA,NN, WIRE, K, ADA, CGSDL
PI=3. 14159265














REACT=( ( {CR1=^^CA1+CA2*CR2-FACX*CA)*SY)/R0W2 + (FACX-CR1-







C THIS PROGRAM ANALIZES SIGNAL STRENGTH PEAKS
C
C SIGNAL PEAKS ARE INPUT AND PEAK TO PEAK VARIATIONS
C ARE COMPUTED. NEXT THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE
C PEAK TO PEAK VARIATIONS IS COMPUTED AND PLOTTED.
C FINALLY THE P^DBIBILITY THAT THE VARIATIONS WILL
C BE LESS THAN A CERTAIN VALUE IS COMPUTED.
DIMENSION X(900) ,¥(900) tZ(900} ,ZN{930i » ZP ( 900 } , TOP( 900
REAL LABEL/ • '/
REAL*8 TITLE(12)
5 READ(5t6JN0PLDT
6 FORMAT (I 3)
READ(5,7)DELTA
7 F0RMAT(F10.4)
READ{5,8)(TITlE( I) t 1 = 1,2)
8 F0RMAT(2A8)
DO 1000 J=l,r]3PL0T














READ(5, 10) (TITLE( n ,I=3,6J
10 F0RMAT{4A8)












RE AD (5, 2 0) (Z(I) , 1=1 ,NPTSS)
20 FCRMAT(F8.3)
NPT=NPTSS-2
C COMPUTE PEAK TO PEAK VARIATIONS
C COMPUTE AVERA3E AND STANDARD DEVIATION











104 WRITE(6,105) {Z(I), I=1,NPT)
105 FORMAT( 13X,10F6. 1)
106 ST1=0.0
DO 108 1=1, NPT
ST1=ST1+(AVE-Z(I ) )'^(AVE-Z(I) )/(AI-1.0)
108 CONTINUE












ZP( IP) = Z(I )
IF(ZP{ IP )-ZM)130t 130,125

























180 F0RMAT(/,16X,' AVE. VARIATION = • F5. 1 , ' DB» ,5X,
I'STANDARD DEVIATION = ',F5.1,/)
IF(NPT.LT.210) GO TO 185
WRITE(6,9}
WRITE(6,12) (TITLE( I) ,1=1,6)
WRITE(6,12) (TITLE! I) ,1=7,12)
185 WRITE(6, 190)
190 F0RMAT{16X,' GRAPHED DATA IS, VARIATIONS »,
1« VS. POINTS AT THAT VALUE',/)
WRITE(6,195)
195 F0RMAT(16X,' VARIATIONS, DB',13X,






C COMPUTE AVERAGE, VARIANCE, AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR





DO 240 1=1, IN
AN=AN+1.0
ANEG=ANEG-(ANEG-ZN( I) ) /AN
240 CONTINUE





270 FORMAT!/, 16X,« NEGITIVE VALUES MEAN
'
, 8X , • = • , F7 . 2)
WRITc(6,275)A?0S
275 FGRMAT(I6X, 'POSITIVE VALUES MEAN
• , 8X, • = • , F7.2)
STNEG=0.0
STPOS=0.0
DO 325 1=1 , IN
STNE3=STNEG+(ANEG-ZN(I ))v{ANEG-ZN( I) )/{ AN-1.0)
325 CONTINUE
DO 330 1=1 ,IP












































, 'NEGI TI VE VARIANCE' ,11X,'='tF7.2)
5}STP0S
,• POSITIVE VARIANCE* ,11X,' = «»F7.2)
STP3S)
C TMC r i
0) STDN
t'NEGITIVE STANDARD DEVIATION = •tF6.2)
5)STDP























X.'PEAK TO PEAK POWER*, lOX,
ARIATION WILL* )









C THIS PROGRAM f\NALIZES SIGNAL STRENGTH PEAKS
C
C PEAKS IN SIGNAL STRENGTH ARE INPUT AND THE PROGRAM
C FIRST AVERAGES THEM, THEN IT NORMALIZES THE VALUES
C BY SUBTRACTING THE AVERAGE FROM EVERY VALUE.
C THE PROGRAM THEN COMPUTES AND PLOTS THE DISTRIBUTION
C OF THE NORMALIZED VALUES ABOUT THE AVERAGE.
DIMENSIDN X(900) tY(900) ,Z(900) ,ZN(900) ,ZP(900)






READ{5,8) (TITLEC I) tl = lt2)
8 F0RMAT{2A8)
DO 1000 J=1,NOPLOT


























READ{5,20) (Z(I ) ,I=1,NPTSS)
20 F0RMAT(F8.3)

















ST1=ST1+(AVE-Z(I ) )*(AVE-Z{I) )/ (AI-1.0)
108 CONTINUE
C NORMALIZE DATA







































180 F0RMAT{/,16X,' AVERAGE POWER = ' F5 .1 , « DB ' , 5X,
I'STAMDARD DEVIATION = •,F5.1)
WRITE(6,190J
190 F0RV!AT(//,16X,« GRAPHED DATA IS, NORMALIZED POWER',
1' VS. POINTS AT THAT POWER',//)
WRITE(6,195)
195 FOR^AT( 16X,'N0RMALI ZED POWER, DB',13X,
I'POINTS AT TH^T PDWER',//)





C COMPUTE AVERAGE, VARIANCE, AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR














270 FnRMAT(/,16Xt' NEGITIVE VALUES MEAN
• , 8X , ' = ' , F7. 2)
WRITE{6,275)AP0S
275 FORMAT (16X, 'POSITIVE VALUES MEAN




DO 325 1=1, IN
STNEG=STN£G+( ANEG^ZNd ) ) * i ANEG-ZN ( I ) )/ (AN- 1.0)
325 CONTINUE
DO 330 1=1 , IP
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